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Abstract
This case study examines a group of 10-11 year-olds participating in a nature-based
educational role-play adventure program called Wild Craft Play. The facilitative approach used
mirrors some of the characteristics of the hummingbird, and thereby is affectionately referred to
within these pages as The Hummingbird Approach. In this approach, once the facilitator has set
the activities in motion (like the Hummingbird), her role becomes one of hovering as observer or
witness rather than that of the more traditional didactic instructor who stands in front and tells
the students what they will learn. In this way, the Hummingbird facilitator ‘pollinates’ the
learning process with questions, comments and stories at appropriate intervals in order to
catalyze and deepen the children’s flowering awareness. Seven sessions of Wild Craft Play were
video-recorded for the purposes of data collection, theming, and analysis to help examine and
assess participant engagement and identify what facilitation techniques effectively optimized
their learning, with the potential for replication and possible future training of other nature-based
facilitators. This case study also suggests that strong and important connections are forged
through this more playful approach that invites children to make their own discoveries and
meaning, guiding them toward a deeper level of understanding.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
As an environmental educator and communicator, it seems to me that I have been
engaged in this research for about the last 15 years despite just embarking formally on this study
over the last four years. With deep roots in environmental stewardship programs and
empowering youth, I am passionate about finding ways to work with children and understand
more about their engagement with nature when they are at an age where they are still open to
possibility and willing to explore. I feel that helping children to grow their relationship with
nature is especially critical at a time when our world is in peril and needs environmental stewards
as never before. Not least of all, as an environmental educator and communicator, I am also keen
to help other teachers and facilitators learn how best to evolve.
In 2009-2011, I was the Manager of the Horne Lake Outdoor Centre in Central
Vancouver Island where I trained guides and lead children’s programming. Teachers from each
Vancouver Island school district brought their classes to our center to engage in activities that
included: caving, canoeing, wilderness survival, rock rappelling and camping. The opportunities
for adventures were endless and yet if there wasn’t a clear mission, goal, or competition to be
had, I noticed that some of the children seemed to be less engaged than when they were playing
digital games. I had witnessed this experience a few years later when working at the Boys and
Girls Club of Central Vancouver Island as well.
Observing this made me wonder what was happening, and more importantly what could I
do as an environmental educator? How might I better engage children and teachers to experience
great outdoor adventures? What could I do to teach children in a way that was engaging,
involving and imaginative, yet still provide a genuine motivation for them to understand their
impact on the environment and how they might creatively make a positive difference for the
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planet? How could I support teachers and child care providers so that they were encouraged and
empowered to offer more nature-based programs for children? I decided to study what I was
doing and see if it could complement what already exists.
Instead of dismissing technology and going against the grain of main-stream culture, I
created a case study to examine what happened when nature-based learning intersected with
digital game play, and embraced the strategies behind that kind of technology. I hoped that I
could recreate the kind of intense engagement I had witnessed young children demonstrate while
at play with their digital games but in my case it is played in the natural world.
I observed that with digital games children had power, and that the games were very well
structured to provide a constant stream of risk and reward for players’ decisions and actions. I
recognized that replicating some of this structure could work within a learning process in nature.
Instead of screen technologies, I wanted to employ “technologies” from the natural world in
keeping with what Drengson (1995) refers to as the technologies found in “nature” which are the
“vast assemblage of creation with all of its richness and diversity of beings and way of life” (p.
15), embracing the notion that the many ways that we share knowledge, through art, movement,
and devices is technology.
Furthermore, I extended the notion of technology to mean more than just a connection to
the Internet or digital devices, and used Pacey’s (1983) definition of “technology practice” found
in his book The Culture of Technology where the concept is viewed as part of our culture and
how it expresses itself, and how “it interacts with nature and human life to produce new cultural
forms” (cited in Drengson, 1995, p. 9).
I felt that in working with children I was observing part of a worrisome trend of
disconnection from nature in first world culture. Environmentalist Richard Louv, in his ground
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breaking book, Last Child in the Woods: Saving Children from Nature Deficit Disorder (2005),
says that “our society is teaching young people to avoid direct experience in nature. That lesson
is delivered in schools, families, even organizations devoted to the outdoors, and codified into
the legal and regulatory structures of many of our communities” (p. 2). This disconnection has
the potential to breed a devaluation of the environment, leading to a lack of interest in taking care
of it. While the techniques that are explored in this thesis are not the final word on nature-based
curricula, I feel that they have the potential to complement and extend the existing school
curricula, encouraging a more environmental approach with an aim of fostering more
environmental stewards in our communities. This is much more involved than just taking
children out for a walk in nature.
In attempting to address some of these issues, I developed a program of my own called,
Wild Craft Play. Wild Craft Play uses gaming techniques (storytelling, currency and an
economy, character development and role playing, a mailbox system, etc.) within a real world
setting. In developing Wild Craft Play, I followed the wisdom of environmental educator David
Sobel, who wrote, “If we want children to flourish, we need to give them time to connect with
nature and love the Earth before we ask them to save it” (Sobel, 1996). Wild Craft Play was
designed to allow children to have long stretches of time through role-play simulated scenarios to
‘evolve their characters’ and ‘find their place’ (even if their special place was more imaginal than
physical).
Wild Craft Play is a program model that was designed to simulate a virtual reality, yet
facilitate experiences that open the children’s minds to the issues they will have to face as adults,
giving them opportunity to generate their own opinion or theories, and test these theories in a
playful, safe environment with their peers. The mechanics of gamification injected into simulated
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situations gives the children a way to feel safe, almost oblivious to what is around them, honing
the necessary life skills to be resilient. One outcome of Wild Craft Play resembles
Csikzentmihalyi’s (2014) theories of a “state of flow”. The context of flow that Csikzentmihalyi
refers to is the feeling one gets when their level of challenge meets their level of ability. If the
challenge is too great, they may experience a sense of fear, if the challenge is too low, they may
experience a sense of boredom. When a child is truly engaged, they demonstrate a balance
between challenge and ability, modelling a state of flow, or Zen state similar to that of a rock
climber is oblivious to the world, and is solely focused on the task at hand (Csikzentmihalyi
(2014).
Although I did not have an extensive background playing digital games myself, I
investigated to see if using gaming strategies to connect children with the earth would help to
mature them and give them the confidence to participate in the complexities of the natural and
human worlds, and it worked. My limited exposure to these strategies was developed in 2004
when I created a character I call Bronwyn in an online videogame called World of Warcraft
(Blizzard Entertainment, 1991). My character was immortal, went on quests with guilds,
collected different trinkets, and sold them at the central auction. As Bronwyn, I had my own
bank account and a mailbox. I built real friendships with real people behind the masks of their
virtual characters, and the adventures were captivating and endless. After 3 months of engaging
with this game for as much as 6 hours at a time, I realized that I was addicted, and I had to stop.
I haven’t played World of Warcraft since, however I used this experience as the basis to design
Wild Craft Play for children, and secretly for myself, yet without any acts of war or violence.
The program does have competition and controversy, and there are versions of activities that
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simulate war experiences, yet they are facilitated in a way that aggression and violence are not a
part of the experience.
Not least of all, over the years as guide and facilitator, I had received feedback from
parents, children, staff and teachers that there were certain characteristics in my programs that
have proven to be effective in guiding the learning process of the children in a way that inspired
some of them. Parents and other teachers recognized the excitement and passion that the children
demonstrated on a regular basis as they returned to my program. This was an indicator to me that
I was doing something effective and different that warranted further study, and that there was the
potential to formalize a facilitation method which could be used by other program leaders and
teachers to encourage the empowerment of children and better equip them with the tools and
resources that they would need to handle life’s pressing issues.
In order to understand why my approach seemed to be successful, I reviewed my
facilitation approaches in light of literature on the subject. A technique of facilitation that I first
read on Richard Louv’s Child and Nature Alliance blog site called “Hummingbird Parenting”
(Almeras, 2009), seemed to reflect similar techniques to those that I was practicing. Using this
method (The Hummingbird Approach), I set up the scenarios and allowed the children to develop
their own characters, roles, circumstances and experiences over time, while gently guiding this
process by observing their experiences from the periphery in order to select appropriate moments
to “pollinate” their scenarios with questions, ideas or comments. I uncovered material that
clarified the methods that I had been using, Guided Discovery Learning (Janssen, Westbroek, &
Driel, 2014). Based on this preliminary review, I designed a research case study to identify more
precisely what methods were useful from my previous work while researching related literature
to theoretically support any successes that I had observed.
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Research questions
This study was designed to identify the most significant and effective facilitation
principles of the Wild Craft Play program while maintaining an objective view throughout the
research. My strategy was to assess participant engagement in a way that maintained the integrity
of the program, while prioritizing the needs of the children involved in the case studyusing action
research methods (Walliman, 2006).
My core research questions were:
1. What facilitation techniques were most effective in positively engaging child in
nature-based programs?
2. Once these techniques or principles were identified, what is the potential for
replication and training of other environmental educators and facilitators?
Wild Craft Play Program History
Wild Craft Play, a nature-based program facilitated with an approach that helps young
people to effectively co-exist in and enjoy nature aims to encourage environmental stewardship
in children. The goal is to empower children when faced with issues about the environment, in
order for them to make good decisions for our earth. One catalyst for the development of this
program was brought home to me when I witnessed children leaving their garbage in the woods
during programs that I facilitated. They didn’t seem to even consider the importance of picking it
up. The other instigating factor was the recognition of the scale of illegal dumping at Little
Mountain. The heaps of garbage found at the base of the 300-foot cliff was disturbing, and linked
the current actions of children with the potential actions of teenagers and adults in my mind.
My program was initiated as a pilot project funded by a grant received in partnership with
School District 69 and the BC government to host summer camp programs for low income
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families in Area F, a small rural community in Central Vancouver Island, BC. The children that
attended these camps, had many emotional and social issues, and I noticed that their engagement
in the program seemed to improve their behaviors. The two leaders for the Wild Craft Play
camps, one of whom was an experienced school teacher, the other a karate instructor, were
surprised with how well the children responded to the program. Over the next three years, Wild
Craft Play was integrated into programming for children ages 8-12 at Horne Lake Caves Outdoor
Centre, located in Central Vancouver Island, British Columbia. Based on a digital game-like
experience, the program included questing, finding gold and other treasures, and doing
interesting tasks while experiencing canoeing, caving, rock rappelling, wilderness survival,
campfires, field games, and night time adventures. The feedback from the children was used to
improve the game, altering it, and enhancing it over the years. Since 2008, the Wild Craft Play I
have offered the program at events such as the The Kulth Festival, Coombs, BC, Canada, as well
as the Errington Farmer’s Market, with local home-school community groups, and with the Boys
and Girls Club of Central Vancouver Island, BC.
At the heart of Wild Craft Play are the core values of fostering collaboration and
compassion, problem solving skills and empathy through identification with self, others and
nature. The program is designed to provide many other benefits as well, such as: critical
thinking, leadership, taking initiative, engagement, curiosity, creativity, imagination, sharing and
a willingness to fully participate. By developing these skills, young people may become more
competent in their actions and more engaged with the environment, therefore generating a
greater possibility of becoming care-takers of the earth (aka: environmental stewards.) There are
resources, I refer to in this paper as props, both natural and human made, used within the context
of the natural environment. The facilitation style and the resulting interactions that happen
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between the children themselves are an experience that is nurtured by a facilitation approach that
is attentive to the children’s inter-connectedness between each other and with the facilitator.
The facilitator has many roles as: a storyteller, a merchant, a banker, a philanthropist and
a trickster of sorts and more. By fully submersing in the game as a character, the children
develop a general ease and respect for living the game. The facilitator, while remaining in
character, role models effective life skills and behaviors. For the purposes of this study, a
facilitator is defined as “one that helps to bring about an outcome (as learning, productivity, or
communication) by providing indirect or unobtrusive assistance, guidance, or supervision”
(Merriam-Webster, 2016).
In digital game role-play, there is a progression of development that is designed to entice
continual engagement with the game. Wild Craft Play uses this technique with an initial
approach of character development, making costume pieces, pouches, gauntlets and talismans to
begin defining the participant’s character. This occurs within the context of quests and
adventures in nature, usually starting with the discovery of a scroll with a written quest scribbled
in ink, with a riddle and map suggesting treasure. Once the children have fulfilled the initial
quest and discovered the gold, we all have an internal need to seek and find. Once they have
gold, and no place to put it, the Travelling Trade Post becomes relevant, and the facilitator
becomes the Travelling Merchant. This role only lasts long enough for the children to
understand how to buy, sell and trade their wares, after which the facilitator then ‘hires’ a capable
child to become the apprentice merchant, and employment, investments and other such activities
commence, encouraging each child to develop their niche in this new economy. Some children
become artists, storytellers, and inventors while others choose to build, dig, explore, scout or just
be curious. These fanciful identities create an economy within the structure of play, and the
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children begin to develop their own version of a Market Place. This is their familiar place where
they have access to the tools, resources, items to buy, sell and trade, and a hub to come back to.
All the while, the children engage with quests delivered through the all-important Snail Mailbox!
Figure 2: Snail mailbox in a tree.

The target age range for Wild Craft Play is between the ages of 8 and 12. Experience has
indicated that children under age 8 don’t fully understand the concepts of the game and tend not
to have the same level of dexterity and focus, while children older than age 12 seem to be
disinterested because they feel too old for this kind of play.

Chapter 2: Literature Review
The essential issue that Wild Craft Play attempts to address is the ever-growing
disconnection from nature that we experience in most of Western culture and the impact it has on
our environment and natural systems, particularly when it comes to children and their learning.
There is a significant body of research supporting the notion that children benefit from time in
nature (Caner, 2009; Clark & Glazer, 2004; Cornell, 1998; Dewey, 1929; Hungerford, & Volk,
1990; Leighton, 2014; Louv, 2005; Merrill & Hessen Schei, 2011; Sobel, 2004 & 2008; Van
Matre, 1990; Young & Haas & McGown, 2010). This literature illustrates that getting children
outside is critical to their wellbeing and development of self. However, within the overall
educational system there is still relatively little emphasis placed on taking the time to truly
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connect with nature, which would require the development of methods and curricula for
integrating nature into learning for both teachers and students. Nature experiences have the
capacity to naturally elicit a sense of adventure and ignite wonder and joy in children, which are
all contributing factors to developing intrinsic motivation (McGonigal, 2011) and resilience
(Louv, 2005; Meadows, 2005).
Numerous child and nature writers and researchers such as Carson (1965), Louv (2005),
Merrill & Schei (2011), Sobel (2004), Van Matre (1990) make the point that the engagement of
adults with children in outdoor play is a critical component to their future success. Rather than
just sending kids out to play, environmentalist Rachel Carson (1965) believed that they need to
be accompanied when she wrote,
If a child is to keep alive his inborn sense of wonder without any such gift from the
fairies, he needs the companionship of at least one adult who can share it, rediscovering
with him the joy, excitement and mystery of the world we live in. (p. 55)
The Nature Conservancy (2011) sampled 602 children between the ages of 13-17, across
America and found that almost 88% of youth reported using a computer daily and that obese
children were less likely to have had meaningful nature experiences (p. 7). Only 66% of the 602
children reported having significant experiences in nature. Most relevant to this research is the
statement that, “Children who have had a meaningful experience in nature are more likely to
prefer spending time outdoors and express concern about environmental issues” (p. 7).
Many researchers have noted that connection with nature is critical for the overall
wellbeing of not only the child, but how they treat the environment (Bixler, Floyd, & Hammitt,
2002; Bruner, 1961; Caner, 2009; Carson, Abbott, & Lear, 1998; Carson, 1956; Chawla, 1999;
Child and Nature Alliance, 2009; Child and Nature Network, 2006; Clark & Glazer, 2004; Cobb,
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1977; Cornell, 1998; Creswell, 1997; Dewey, 1902 – 1938; Drengson, 1995; Guyer, 1975;
Kellert & Edward, 1993; Louv, 2005; Montessori, 1966; Opotow & Clayton, 2003: Quay &
Seaman, 2013). According to Kellert & Edward (1993), “we are greatly disadvantaged in our
efforts to understand the basic human affinity for non-human life” (p. 203). They believe that our
connection to nature has lapsed, creating “a murkier comprehension of its connection with the
sustaining environment” (p. 203). In essence, we may not even know the depths of our
disconnection from everyday nature and how it relates to our disconnection to the planet overall,
including how we may have contributed in part to climate change. Opotow & Clayton (2003)
argue that “For many, a sense of personal relationship to nature or place evokes an ethical
commitment to practical action to protect and care for the natural environment” (p. 31). Carson,
Abbott & Lear (1998) speak to the relationship between humans and the more-than-human world
that can inform our identity when they write:
Through a more active and relational approach; our emotions, relationship, actions and
intellect take us outside of ourselves and into contact with the world and it is (in part)
through the contact that we come to be and to know who we are. (p. 33)
Soga & Gaston (2016), suggest that a disconnect with nature discourages positive
emotions, attitudes, and behaviors toward the environment, catalyzing a cycle of disaffection
toward nature (p. 94). They write that possible causes for this disconnection include: “1) an
increase in urbanization, 2) technological advances and the emergence of inactive past-times like
watching television, playing computer games, and using the internet, and 3) a tendency to
overscheduling and micromanagement of children’s lives” (p. 94).
Miller J-R. (2005) expressed a lack of success in educating the public on the importance
and relevance of biodiversity, and say that the conservationists who are attempting to educate
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seemed to be reaching only those who believed in and were already conservationists. In essence,
environmental education may often be ‘the choir preaching to the choir.’ Furthermore, Miller
acknowledged Paul Hawken’s notion, presented in his article Biodiversity Conservation and the
Extinction of Experience (2005), that fear is not an effective motivator in encouraging an
environmental ethic. Paul Kahn (Kahn & Kellert, 2002), an environmental psychologist that
Miller writes about, supporting the theory of including children in addressing local conservation
issues, which would improve the connection of children with nature (Miller J-R., 2005) and
maybe help alleviate some of the fear by engaging children in finding solutions. In their 2002
article, Bixler, Floyd and Hammitt stated, “a growing body of cross-cultural research has
attempted to identify socialization forces that contribute to a committed concern for natural
environments. The results of these studies have consistently identified childhood play in natural
environments as a key factor” (p. 795).
The nature of pedagogy.
Many critics of education have cited a gross inadequacy in our connection with nature (8
Shields Institute, 2013; Al-Arishi, 1994; Bixler, Floyd, & Hammitt, 2002; Brown & Campoine,
1994). This lack may be linked to a broader question about the nature of education. Researchers
have recognized that teaching calls for more than just teaching. van Manen (2016) says that
“pedagogy is the activity of teaching, parenting, educating, or generally living with children, that
requires constant practical acting on concrete situations and relations” (p. 2).
The task for educators in the 21st century has been identified as preparing children for
“learning, living and thriving in the dynamic, cluttered, and chaotic information environment of
the contemporary world” (Kuhlthau, Maniotes & Caspari, 2015, p. 3). Yet at the same time,
educators need to be strengthening children’s relationship to and ability to understand and
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empathize with communal, cultural and natural systems outside of that information environment.
Achieving this balance is extremely difficult. Focusing on the system, or mechanism of
communication between administrators and staff, many academics who contributed to Stone &
Barlow’s book Ecological Literacy: Education and Transition to a Postmodern World (2005),
question whether or not the current educational system is resilient, working at its full potential
for the best interests of the children.
In the 1980s and 1990s researchers expressed the need for an improvement in the
learning experience offered by children’s education systems (Al-Arishi, 1994; Brown &
Campoine, 1994; Carson, Abbott & Lear, 1998; Chawla, 1999; Cornell, 1998; Creswell, 1997;
Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Drengson, 1995; Hutchings, 1990; Kellert & Edward, 1993; Kolb, 1984;
Orr, 1992; Palmer, 1998;). The problem seems to extend beyond curricula as conventionally
understood to include the entire educational environment and pedagogical methods. Some
teachers are recognizing that current pedagogical methods are not adequately addressing some of
the children’s issues:
There is a growing uneasiness among teachers who feel that their old teaching methods
simply do not work as well as they used to. This uneasiness is confirmed by a growing
body of research on learning theory that challenges the traditional ways we think about
teaching. (Meyers & Jones, 1993, p. 4)
Significant attempts have been made to address some of these issues in British
Columbia’s educational system and curricula. The Ministry of Education has noted that
“personalized learning is at the heart of the new curriculum” (Province of British Columbia,
2017). The Province states that, “The world is changing. Parents want their kids ready to
succeed. So do teachers. So do we. That's why it's critical that we refine our education system,
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designed in the last century, so students can succeed in the 21st century” (Province of British
Columbia, 2017). Achieving these goals is likely to require extensive training and support for
teachers in many areas, including training and support for the integration of experiences of
nature into education.
While there has been extensive debate about the proper approach to addressing this need,
it has been difficult to find pedagogical approaches that can work within this complex
environment, and that are focused on giving children quality outdoor experiences. Quay &
Seaman (2013) captured a similar contention that existed in the Dewey era when he and his
colleagues “often argued very forcefully and precisely about what outdoor education ought to
involve” (p. 2). More recent author Leighton (2014) asserts that;
Schooling today still privileges the intellect and cognitive powers in opposition to our
natural human emotionality, intuitions, and introspection, and for the most part leaves off
other important sites of learning such as human relationships, relationships with nature,
and the wisdom of the body. (p. 129)
Theories of Experiential Learning
Researchers studying pedagogy remind us that “the etymology of education [comes]
from the root ‘educe’ which means to draw forth or lead out” (Leighton, 2014, p. 122-123). It is
our responsibility to role-model resilience, where children, “far from coming to our classes as
empty vessels, arrive with their own perceptual framework intact” (Meyers & Jones, 1993, p. 45). If, “Education was meant to educe each student’s own unique genius and… teachers are in
part responsible for creating the conditions where these young ones’ particularities will be seen
and heard” (Leighton, 2014 p. 31-32). Recognizing these pedagogical principles, and in light of
the problems that I have identified, plus my experience with developing the Wild Craft Play
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program, these theories of experiential learning and inquiry-based learning are indeed relevant to
developing an understanding of educational approaches that could help to engage children with
nature. These theories represent a reaction to the archaic “empty vessel” approach to education,
and are designed to engage the child’s inherent and unique abilities and knowledge in the
present.
Given the ‘empty vessel’ or ‘additive’ theory of education, the evaluation and
predominance of the fifty-minute lecture seems natural. Although the common sense
wisdom of educators like John Dewey, Maria Montessori, and Alfred North Whitehead
challenged this teaching orthodox causes one to question why their practices have not
been incorporated system wide. (Meyers & Jones, 1993, p. 4)
Hutchings (1990) shares a similar belief of active learning which includes, “meaningful talk[ing]
and listen[ing], writ[ing], read[ing] and reflect[ing] on the content, ideas, issues of an academic
subject” believing that these go hand-in-hand with the educational practices of “Palmer, Tiberius,
Belenky, and others, all of whom seem to be calling for more active participation by students in
the teaching – learning process” (p. 6).
In researching these educational approaches, I chose to focus on the lineage of
Experiential Learning, in earlier years defined as Learning by Doing, derived from pedagogical
theorists such as Dewey, Bruner, Piaget and Montessori. Many of these theorists seem to have
influenced each other, but also independently developed similar approaches. In addition to the
influence of Dewey (who’s writing existed over a hundred years ago), theorists tend to include
much of Jean Piaget’s theory of cognitive development (Weibell, 2011) as a common thread.
A technique of the pedagogical method referred to as Inquiry-Based Learning was
popularized in the 1960s by a few authors, one of which was Jerome Bruner (1961) who seemed
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to follow this same philosophy re-coined this term as Discovery Learning in 1961, based on
Dewey’s literature. This theory is the core of my research, and yet I was also inspired by the
Reggio Emilia approach. I recognized that the Reggio Emilia philosophically is based on the
learning style of ages 6 and under (Hewitt, 2001), given that Wild Craft Play caters to ages 8-12,
I felt that the Reggio Emilia approach was beyond the scope of my research.
Learn by ‘Dewey-ing.’
Dewey developed his theories in response to conventional educational approaches of his
time, an approach which combined learning by doing with clear educational goals and structures
(Dewey, 1902 & 1909). Learning by doing offers “deep and abiding experience of the nature of
fully harmonized experience” (Dewey, 1926) and informs “the basis of an educational
experience which counteracts the disrupting tendencies of the hard-and-fast specializations,
compartmental divisions and rigid segregations which so confuse and nullify our present life” (p.
9). Dewey believed that a teacher’s role was not so much to instruct, as to be a facilitator and
guide, leading students to their own discoveries within a structure of clear educational goals.
According to Flinders and Thornton (2004), “Dewey emphasized that starting with the
experience of the child, far from producing laissez-faire classroom arrangements, increased
rather than replaced the demands on judgement by the teacher in directing each pupil’s learning
toward worthwhile goals” (p. 4). According to Quay & Seaman, Dewey also understood that the
correlation between reflective experience and the beauty of a place was “a foundation for making
prescriptions about how to organize education” (2013, p.83).
Bruner and discovery learning.
“The word ‘discover’ comes from the Latin word discooperire: to discover or reveal,
defined as to be the first to find out, see or know about, find out, learn of the existence of, or
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realize” (Lavine, 2012, p. 1402). Using discovery as a core pedagogical ‘find-out’ approach has
been championed by a wide variety of educators. Dewey’s approach of learn by doing was repopularized in the 1960s by Bruner (1961), who called the approach, Discovery Learning. To
Bruner, discovery was not restricted to “the act of finding out something that before was
unknown to man-kind, but rather all forms of obtaining knowledge for one-self by the use of
one’s own mind” (p. 21).
Bruner’s (1961) discovery learning approach tends to assume “a more cooperative
position” (p. 23) between teacher and student. According to Weibell (2011), Bruner’s theory
suggests that “the student is not a bench-bound listener, but is taking a part in the formulation
and at times may play the principle role in it. He will be aware of alternatives and may even have
an ‘as if’ attitude toward these and, as he receives information he may evaluate it as it comes” (p.
172). Discovery Learning can be further described as “an approach to instruction through which
students interact with their environment—by exploring and manipulating objects, wrestling with
questions and controversies, or performing experiments” (Ormrod, 2001, p.442).
Bruner (1961) spoke of the “powerful effects that come from permitting the student[s] to
put things together for [themselves], to be [their] own discoverer” (p. 1). He mentions a key
point when he said that, “discovery, like surprise, favors the well-prepared mind.” (p. 2). Bruner
(1961) goes on to posit that this kind of learning may well invite: “1) The increase in intellectual
potency, 2) the shift from extrinsic to intrinsic rewards, 3) learning the heuristics of discovering
and 4) the aid to memory processing” (p. 3)
Inquiry-based learning.
Inquiry-based learning is a parallel approach to discovery learning. In inquiry-based
learning, instruction is founded on posing questions or problems, rather than presenting facts and
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information. According to Kuhlthau et al. (2007), “Inquiry learning emphasizes personally
relevant questions that inspire students to learn more and create unique ways of sharing what
they have learned” (p. 4). They note that, “Many teachers are turning to inquiry in subjects
across the curriculum to meet the challenges of educating their students for an information-laden
society” (p. 3). Typically, inquiry-based learning includes a key role for the teacher/guide. The
importance of the role of the teacher/guide has led to the theory of Guided Inquiry, in which
“Inquiry that is designed and guided by a Learning Team to enable students to gain deep personal
meaning through a wide range of resources” (p. 3). Guided Inquiry “is not answering questions
and getting the right answer; it engages interest and challenges students to connect their world
with the curriculum” (p. 4).
Guided-discovery learning.
Weibell (2011) noted that although Bruner’s intentions were “to present discovery as a
guided process… what [Bruner] said about discovery was taken far beyond its intended bounds.”
With Discovery Learning being popularized as an amorphous free play approach, Bruner also
noted that popularization of his approach had developed in ways that he did not intend:
I had, some years before, published a paper entitled The Act of Discovery (Harvard
Educational Review, 1961), which had been interpreted as the basis for a ‘school of
pedagogy’ by a certain number of educators. As so frequently happens, the concept of
discovery, originally formulated to highlight the importance of self-direction and
intentionality, had become detached from its context and made into an end in itself.
Discovery was being treated by some educators as if it were valuable in and of itself, no
matter what it was a discovery of or in whose service. (1971, p. xv)
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Reynolds & Caperton (2011), in criticizing Discovery Learning, said that it could
generate frustration and a feeling of lack of support, which could result in strain on the cognitive
process:
[Discovery-based] approaches ignore both the structures that constitute human cognitive
architecture and evidence from empirical studies over the past half-century that
consistently indicate that minimally guided instruction [Discovery Learning] is less
effective and less efficient than instructional approaches that place a strong emphasis on
guidance of the student learning process. (p. 273)
Some recent research has also suggested that minimally-guided instruction does not
generate effective results because it does not appropriately engage with the processes of our
working or long-term memory (Kirschner, Sweller & Clark, 2006). There have been
considerable discussions regarding whether Kirschner et.al. (2006) appropriately characterized
the methods and processes involved in discovery learning.
Guided Discovery Learning (GDL)on the other hand, re-emphasizes the important role of
the teacher/guide, but builds on the discovery learning model. According to Dr. Robert A.
Lavine (2012):
Guided discovery learning combines didactic instruction presented by a teacher, lecturer,
or author with a more student- and task-centered approach. Key features are (1) a
framework for student learning, (2) student responsibility for exploring content needed
for understanding, (3) provision of study guides, and (4) application to practical,
experimental, or clinical problems. (p. 1402)
GDL is a mixture of “pointing the way to understanding or problem-solving by a guide
with the discovery of facts, relationships, and solutions by students them-selves, as they explore,
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manipulate objects, discuss, or perform experiments, drawing upon their own experience and
existing knowledge" (Lavine, 2012, p. 1402).
Brown & Campione (1995) championed GDL suggesting that it is the middle ground
between a more didactic (or receptive approach) and a discovery approach. However, they
recognized that GDL is not an easy facilitation approach, and that it requires an experienced and
educated mind to discern the appropriate times to “to intervene and when to leave well enough
alone” (p. 230).
It has been recognized that teaching using a Guided Discovery Learning approach
requires specialized teacher training. Janssen, Westbroek, & Driel (2014) concluded that after
teachers took experiential training on how to implement GDL into their daily teaching
practice, there was a noticeable increase in their willingness and ability to implement this style of
instruction. This suggests a need for affordable and efficient training modules to teach new
teachers if an educational system would want to ensure the successful implementation of GDL.
In their research, Janssen et al. (2014) analyzed the design protocols made by expert
biology teachers using GDL, followed by an inventory of student responses. The resulting
lesson plans were scored on both use of design heuristics and GDL characteristics. Results
showed that teachers were successfully able to design GDL lesson plans despite an initial lack of
interest and proficiency. Janssen et al. state that “large-scale observation studies showed that
teachers have scarcely practiced GDL” (p. 68). They further claim:
Most teaching is still more or less dominated by a structure that may be described as the
teacher first explains the theory, after which students practice. Furthermore, teachers tend
to ask students lower-order questions that do not challenge them to discover new
knowledge. (p. 68)
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From their study, it would seem that while teachers would initially implement GDL,
continued utilization of the method was discouraged by the difficulty in the delivery of such an
intuitive, heuristic way of teaching, and therefore most teachers defaulted to what they already
knew to complete their tasks. In Wild Craft Play, while I loosely based much of the lessons in
GDL, I am aware of the significant background of experience, knowledge and skills that a
facilitator would have to have in order to comfortably take this up as their key pedagogical
approach. In my final chapter, I make suggestions on how to implement such support within the
current educational system.
Role-play game design as pedagogy.
Role-play game design principles have a potential application in pedagogy as
mechanisms to focus and motivate learning. Although it may seem odd to bring digital-game
culture into a study on nature connection, the phenomenon of gaming is a common occurrence in
today’s society and influences the lifestyles of children from a young age (Louv, 2005; Sobel,
2004; Young & Haas & McGown, 2010). Gamification, the application of game-like qualities to
other activity as an engagement or motivational tool, has been explored by researchers
(McGonigal, 2011) because of its potential applications in nature-based play, therefore its
importance is examined in this study.
To children, role-play is a natural way to ease their fears and discomforts of being in
nature. Games such as ‘cops and robbers’ or other games where children are required to play a
particular role, are second nature to them. By incorporating these techniques intentionally into an
educational experience, the facilitator has a responsibility to ‘gamify’ the experience so that the
interactions are thought through and the rules of the game are clear, yet flexible. By generating
extrinsic rewards that are of value to children, a facilitator has the opportunity to ‘hook’ the
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children’s interest. Well thought out adventures such as questing and treasure hunts can provide
children with an intrinsic motivation to engage, and can often provide an arena for
empowerment.
As early as 1811, war-strategy simulation games were used to train military officers
(Mackay, 1974). Contemporary role-play games are derived from the melding of fantasy
literature with war games. In Wild Craft Play, the creation of characters, a setting, and a dramatic
storyline (Refer to Appendix I) provides an enticing experiential approach for engaging the
children without the need for war-like emulation. Role-play games invite students to accept
ownership for, and commitment to, their learning by encouraging them to suggest answers,
provide solutions to problems, and create characters and scenarios of their own (Creswell, 1997;
Mitchell-Barrett, 2010), thereby generating an internal drive to positively seek and explore more
in friendly ways. Wild Craft Play is not war-like and later I will unpack what this program shares
some of the elements also found in war role-play scenarios, such as storytelling and the use of
props.
Motivation and gamification.
According to gamification specialist Jonathan Cassie (2016), by generating friendly
competition through leader boards (visual displays that show who is in the lead), and providing
rewards and bonuses for effort in the classroom, students are motivated. Cassie claims that
making education more engaging using gamification takes strategic planning and the
development of strategic mechanics for the game. He identifies the following key mechanics
that he believes are required for a successful game as follows:
1. Agon - Greek for "contest" - skill elements which provide competitive tests of skill /
knowledge
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2. Alea - Latin for "die" (singular for dice) - luck or randomization – typically fate cards
and/or dice generate this experience, which adds an element of the unpredictable to the
game, and enhances fun and surprise.
3. Mimicry – Use of an avatar. Engages the imagination, which helps students to remember
more, accomplish more, and take more risks.
4. Ilinx – The “whirl pool” effect. The moment right before they take a risk or experiment,
moments of wonder, shock and surprise, and anticipation. Provides the thrill of the
adventure, unexpected and wonderful, The experience of waiting, "what's the verdict?"
(J. Cassie, personal communication, Nov. 6, 2016; Cassie, 2016, p. 12-15).
While this list is more partial than what is required for Wild Craft Play to be successful,
the skill and knowledge development through contest is widely used in the Wild Craft Play
program. The luck element comes into play with decision making through ‘rock-paper-scissors’
and the use of an Avatar allows students to embody or try on a persona that they would never
dream of enacting in their own lives. Right before they take a risk, I often witness the wonder,
(even fear) and uncertainty with the children and let that unfold so the thrill is not truncated by
my desire for outcomes or by providing easy answers, rather their willingness to keep going
allows for many remarkable surprises.
In a presentation at the Serious Gaming Summit, McGonigal (2011) stated that many
businesses have started using gamification to encourage staff and clients to participate more
fully. McGonigal presented research that implied that the majority of gamification focused on
external motivations and found that unless subjects were given extrinsic rewards for an action,
there is a chance that they would not engage further. Extrinsic rewards include things like money,
points, levels, achievement badges, or leaderboards. Food, time on an Ipad, and other physical
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items can also be considered extrinsic rewards (McGonigal, 2011). McGonigal advocates for
intrinsic rewards as an alternative to extrinsic gamification strategies in order to increase and
prolong engagement. Wild Craft Play, in this case, spans both, weaning the children off those
extrinsic rewards by generating real-life role-play scenarios that drive the need to engage further.
Once the children develop their characters making gauntlets tools and talismans, they recognize
their importance in the story and are internally driven by a sense of being needed, being useful
and of belonging to something greater than themselves.
Narrative theory.
The use of narrative tools is key in integrating game-like elements into education.
Silberman (2007), “use[s] ‘narrative’ and ‘story’ interchangeably” (p. 40). He goes on to,
“broadly define a story or narrative to be a series of events experienced by a central character (or
protagonist) as this character struggles to overcome one or more obstacles (antagonist) within
some specific environment” (2007, p. 40). Narration is used in many theories of instruction,
game-based or otherwise. Play-based pedagogy can be found in, “innovative projects [that] have
rich, story-driven [digital] game technologies in order to use the technologies today’s youth are
already using for entertainment purposes as educational vehicles as well” (Silberman, 2007, p.
51).
‘Questing’ (the notion that taking a journey is central to the storyline) is an effective
approach for developing a natural narrative structure which can facilitate student engagement.
“In the course of ‘questing’ the players perform a variety of educational activities through which
they interact with both real and virtual players” (Silberman, 2007, p. 51-52) providing a context
for using questing in academic learning. In a narrative environment, Capra (2002) believes that
there are “networks of communications [that] are self-generating. Each communication creates
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thoughts and meaning, which give rise to further communications, and thus the entire network
generates itself.” In this way, Capra is saying that narratives are also a part of a wider system,
and are a system in themselves at the same time. Diamond (2007) suggests that there is a pattern
of organization within living systems that co-exist, which in this case study suggests that the
“little factory” (p. 44) network that exists within the experience is a thriving example of a living
system. By “little factory” he means the economy of the story essentially, and in the case of Wild
Craft Play, this means things like the barter and trade system as found at the Market Place within
the story line.
Clark & Glazer (2004) describe an example of questing as a pre-arranged treasure hunt
set up within a community or natural space with riddles, clues and/or a map to encourage the
treasure hunter. Treasures can be anything from: a natural item, a building, or a person (Clark &
Glazer, 2004, p. 14). David Sobel (2004), shares his experience with questing and how he
wanted to experiment with treasure hunting using it as an educational model (Vital Communities,
2016). Sobel wrote:
Regardless of socioeconomic status, ethnicity or ecosystem, children play in similar ways
when they have safe free time in nature… Spend time at a safe playground and you’ll
find children:
1. Making forts and special places
2. Playing hunting and gathering games
3. Shaping small worlds
4. Developing friendships with animals
5. Constructing adventures
6. Descending into fantasies
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7. Following paths and figuring out shortcuts. (Sobel, 2008, p. 19-50)
Sobel’s principles for a deeper connection to community and nature are: adventure, fantasy and
imagination, animal allies, maps and paths, special places, small worlds, hunting and gathering
(p. 19-50).
Comparable Models
Comparable models that demonstrate the applications of the aforementioned theories
include the following approaches: The Montessori Approach (Montessori, 1949); The Scottish
Storyline Method (Creswell, 1997); Questing (Clark & Glazer, 2004); and Coyote Mentoring
(Young, et al, 2010).
Montessori’s approach.
Maria Montessori was both a theorist and a hands-on educator. Her methods and
techniques relied on allowing the child to explore and learn naturally within a prepared
environment, and are similar in some regards to those used in Wild Craft Play. To Montessori
(1949), “Education is a natural process carried out by the human individual, and is acquired not
by listening to words but by experiences in the environment.” Her theory was to;
Follow the child, they will show you what they need to do, what they need to develop in
themselves and what area they need to be challenged in. ‘The aim of the children who
persevere in their work with an object is certainly not to learn; they are drawn to it by the
needs of their inner life, which must be recognized and developed by its means (Boldrini
et al., 2011).
The North American Montessori Training Centre (2009) presents “six principles of the
Montessori prepared environment” in this order: “freedom, structure and order, beauty, nature
and reality, social environment, intellectual environment.” According to Montessori (1966), “The
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first aim of the prepared environment is, as far as it is possible, to render the growing child
independent of the adult.” She, and her educators believe that “young children process (absorb)
everything through their senses. A well-prepared, child-centric environment is a sensorial one
which reflects beauty, simplicity, and order.”
An 18-year longitudinal study focusing on ages ranging from 16 to 27 held 6 assessment
cycles that were conducted approximately once every 3 years. This quantitative study reports
that “families come to a Montessori education with a Montessori-like life philosophy
emphasizing independence, lifelong learning, cooperation over competition, understanding over
memorization, and self-direction and understanding. Several participants reported that the
Montessori-combined academic and social approach was important in learning how to learn
beyond high school and college” (Glenn, 2003).
While on a tour through a Montessori school in Nanaimo, British Columbia, Dianne
Chalmers expressed “Montessori is focused on the framework first, then exploring, then
providing them with information and books” (D. Chalmers, personal communication, March 13,
2017). She says that Montessori believed in the theory of “teach me to do it myself.” Chalmers
further indicated that the child goes through a series of learning stages: “Experience, label,
description, and follow up with experiential activities to demonstrate competency.” One of
Montessori’s key methods is the use of the “prepared environment.” Although Chalmers
mentioned that “some people consider this school to be a cult,” she further described that “some
people say that they are too structured, and others say they are too unorganized” (D. Chalmers,
personal communication, March 13, 2017). This is a dichotomy that many nature-based teachers
face, as it provides boundaries and containment to ensure safety and trust to be built, then
allowing children to go forth and think for themselves, once they have demonstrated the skill.
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Montessori schools prefer outdoor schooling, permitting discovery and exploration within the
context of learning.
Scottish storyline method.
Creating Worlds Constructing Meaning. The Scottish Storyline Method (Creswell, 1997)
(Refer to Appendix I) is a model of facilitation that recognizes the power of storytelling, and
argues that the structure inherent in the storyline keeps children intrigued. In 1965, the education
system in Scotland was changing, with teachers encouraged to work more closely with health
care professionals and social service workers (p. xiii). Jeff Creswell was an experienced
classroom teacher and curriculum developer. In response to this change he created the Scottish
Storyline Method and began to train teachers in Europe. The method is “a creative partnership
between the teacher and learner; [where] things develop as a result of the contribution and
response of the learner; [students] start from what they already know; as they suggest answers,
provide solutions to problems; create characters and scenarios” (Creswell, 1997).
The Scottish Storyline Method engages children in the creation of characters, continued
development of their biographies, and exploration of learning experiences through role-play
experiences within a structured story that extends the life of the character. “Once the collective
context is living and breathing, incidents occur where the characters have to respond to a need or
deal with an emergency” (Creswell, 1997, p. 8). The storyline model allows for the episodes to
be spread over multiple classes, which in-turn generates a ‘hook’ for children so that they are left
wanting more. The facilitator, who already knows the outcome of the story, intentionally keeps
the questions wide-ranged, to allow the children to guide their own discovery of the conclusion.
In order to facilitate this method, there are challenges which include “taking risks and giving kids
control” (p. 21) and having a “large supply of materials for building, creating, constructing and
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mounting work” (Creswell, 1997, p. 113). The children recognize the tremendous effort of the
facilitator, which amplifies their experience.
Creswell (1997) notes that people who implement the Scottish Storyline Method report
the effectiveness of the model to motivate children, generate determination, develop
relationships, and guide discovery learning. The learning gained through the method is intended
as preparation for complexities that they may face later in life when making decisions of their
own.
Wild Craft Play uses similar structures to prepare children for real-life experiences, by
providing a structured context as a container for them to make decisions within the storyline,
generate their own role-play and in a creative way arrive at a pre-established learning outcomes.
Wild Craft Play uses techniques including scenarios played out over multiple classes, narrative
structure, and materials, costumes and other props which are similar to the Scottish Storyline
Method. What is dissimilar is how Wild Craft Play uses some gamification tools and techniques
within each scenario, including the notion of going on a quest to seek treasure.
Questing.
Questing – A Guide to Creating Community Treasure Hunts (Clark & Glazer, 2004) is a
program model that provides a structured environment for independent learning through tools
such as a map and riddle on a letter in a mailbox, and installation of props and clues. These are
“permanently installed treasure hunts that utilize poetic clues, hand-drawn maps, occasionally
sketched hints to guide self-appointed questers gently and playfully through an environment” (p.
14). Usually more than one person is required to set up such an endeavor, and it takes an entire
community to bring this experience to life.
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Questing stems from a 150-year-old tradition called “Letterboxing” founded in Dartmoor
England (Clark & Glazer, 2004, p 17). People throughout the countryside were inspired to put
mailboxes, and to distribute clues to the location of these boxes, which typically contain a carved
stamp as well as a book that the finder leaves an imprint of their personal stamp in.
In 1987, questing was taken up by environmental educator, David Sobel in order to encourage a
deeper connection to place. He suggesting that questing “draws you into the fascinating
complexity of local history, ecology and culture” (cited in Clark & Glazer, 2004, p. xiii).
Steve Van Matre (1990) is another influential educator who uses “unexplored territories”
as a tool for promoting adventure. In his approach, Van Matre advocates for the use of props such
as maps and tools as strategies for engaging children. Through the use of these tools and GDL
style facilitation techniques, a sense of adventure is ignited, allowing the discovery experience
for the participant to unfold (Van Matre, 1990).
Questing “simultaneously addresses the three principal goals of place-based education: 1)
community vitality, 2) environmental quality, 3) life-long-learning” (Clark & Glazer, 2004, p.
213). It also can help in the development of environmental stewardship. Quests can “serve as
meaningful project opportunities in which students and organizations contribute to the vitality of
their community” (p. 22). Quests as a model of engagement benefits not only the children, but
the whole community, because a quest can be set up in such a way that community members are
involved, maybe a person is a character in the story, or the quester is required to enter a store and
interact with the clerk. For children between the ages of 8 and 12 who are in “a sensitive period
in which free play in semi-wild areas and role-modeling by adults plays a crucial role” (p. 214)
questing can support their development and sense of agency.
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Coyote mentoring.
Coyote mentoring is a form of guiding that I follow and is presented in Coyote’s Guide to
Connecting with Nature (Young et al., 2010). Coyote mentoring is based on a model of the
totality of learning as a nested system of circles within circles within circles of learning
experiences. The book offers lesson plans, themes, learning about nature, storytelling and much
more. There are 6 core routines presented within the book that include; “sit spot… story of the
day… expanding our senses… questioning and tracking… animal forms… and wandering” (p.
36 – 52). These teachings have been shared with many leaders around the world as an “oral
tradition” (p.36) that is shifted and guided by the experiences that the leader’s facilitate. There
are elements within each routine that Young et al. believe deepen the children’s experience. The
book discusses methods of mentoring such as: “Shifting Routines and Core Routines of Nature
Connection…Child Passions as Mentoring Tools, Questioning and Answering, Storytelling and
Music-Making…The Book of Nature…Orienting to the Natural Cycles…The Natural Cycle of
Learning… [and] Indicators of Awareness” (Young et al., 2010, p. 17-18). Due to the wild nature
of many of these activities, a radical shift in facilitation is required although a facilitator who is
well versed in nature-based practices would feel right at home leading children in this way.
John Young took some of his cues from Joseph Cornell, who was his teacher, and who
wrote the book, Sharing the Joy of Nature with Children (1998). Young et al.’s work included
Cornell’s 5 elements of how to be an effective nature guide which are: “1) Teach less, and share
more, 2) Be receptive, 3) Focus the child’s attention without delay, 4) Look and experience first;
talk later, 5) A sense of joy should permeate the experience” (Cornell, 1998, p. 13-15) and
expanded it to be what Young et al. called The 8 shield Model. The 8 Shields Institute (2013)
describes it in this way:
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Each of the eight ‘shields’ is associated with a cardinal direction, and represents a profile
as robust as the natural patterns it is drawn from. Other layers of information and process
are built on top of the core archetype of each shield. Using the model as a guide, it
becomes possible to map many of the phases and relationships occurring in nature,
both on a grand scale, and also within the nuances of human learning and culture.
For example, Inspiration is the title given to the first experience that children should have
once they have been greeted. This is referred to as the North East (Young et al, 2010, p. 228229). Young and company spent over 20 years studying and refining the aspects of each of the
eight shields, testing theories with many elders from around the world before producing the book
and online resources (J. Young, personal communication, August 23, 2016) (Also see Figure 5:
Adapted from the 8 Shields image on page 49). There is little research that has reviewed its
effectiveness or evaluates its usefulness in relation to a lesson plan.
The Hummingbird Approach
In undertaking this research, I draw a parallel between the role of facilitator and parent,
recognizing that facilitation techniques can apply to parenting as well as education. For the
purposes of this research, the facilitator is referred to here as: “one that helps to bring about an
outcome (as learning, productivity, or communication) by providing indirect or unobtrusive
assistance, guidance, or supervision” (Merriam-Webster, 2017).
The concept of The Hummingbird Approach is based on the theory of Hummingbird
Parenting (Almeras, 2009). Hummingbird parenting was developed as a response to Helicopter
Parenting, a term coined by Cline & Fay (2006), which refers to the act of hovering, or
appearing to be the good parent by doing everything for the child. This includes acts of doing
things for them instead of allowing the child to do for themselves, answering all of their
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questions rather than asking them more questions, solving their problems and in so doing
preventing the child from having their own lived experience. This form of parenting has been
criticized based on the belief that in order for children to develop the skills to be an effective
adult, to “become a self-reliant individual” (Padilla-Walker, & Nelson, 2012), parents and leaders
need to stop ‘hovering’ over their children and give them breathing space to be themselves. And
this does not only pertain to young children as many administrators in universities are becoming
concerned as they are more frequently approached by the parents of adult students to resolve the
student’s issues for them (Schiffrin, Liss, Haley, Geary, Erchull & Tashner, 2014).
In her blog, Almeras suggested a new approach that encourages parents to be more like a
hummingbird, rather than a helicopter–to be the one who only darts in when the children are
threatened or at a key moment. The phrase “hummingbird parenting” was popularized by
Richard Louv in his blog (2010) and has recently caught traction within the field of nature-based
educators.
Figure 3: “I’m a Hummingbird Parent” (Louv, 2010)

During the process of this research, I recognized significant similarities between methods
used in Wild Craft Play and the concept of Hummingbird Parenting which suggested that The
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Hummingbird Approach was an appropriate description of the facilitation approach identified in
the data, an approach that focused on encouraging resilience by giving the children space, time
and freedom to choose for themselves. “Hover[ing] nearby, but not over my kids… my goal for
them isn’t a risk-free childhood, but a resilient life” (Louv, 2010).

Chapter 3: Methods
Research Design
The research presented in this thesis uses the methods of video-ethnography (GoldmanSegall, 1998) to study the case of Wild Craft Play. It is action-based research (Walliman,
2006) where I studied the lived experience (van Manen, 2016) of both the children, and myself
as the facilitator.
Video-ethnography provided a set of data that could be reviewed and re-reviewed,
allowing me to develop a deeper understanding over a long period of time. By reviewing the
footage over and over again, I could “find the deeper themes that link[ed] and weave[d] diverse
interpretations so that, as a culture of inquiry, I [made] more valid conclusions” (GoldmanSegall, 1995, p. 1). Goldman-Segall believes in “collaborative theory-building” (p. 2),
recommending a collaborative effort made by an inquiry team to review the footage alongside
the lead researcher, of which two people, one peer student and one professor, offered insights on
the themes that emerged. By incorporating an inquiry team this increased the validity of the
research, enhancing the results, supporting the need to compensate for the difficulty of
maintaining an objective view of myself as I watched the videos.
A common question that occurred throughout the course of this research as found in
Goldman-Segall (1994) was “Who’s story is this anyway?” I was reminded that the story in this
research was meant to come from the children and their interaction with the facilitated
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environment. Video-ethnography provided a platform, or game board for a collective deepening
of information among the inquiry team and myself, the researcher, as we worked together to
delineate “multiple layered stories” (Goldman-Segall, 1995, p. 3) within the framework of this
case study.
The study consisted of seven children ages 10-11, who participated in this action research
over seven weeks of active and engaged learning. I took 14 hours of video footage of Wild Craft
Play to observe, theme and analyze the behavioral patterns of the participating children. Salt
Spring Centre School agreed to participate in this research and permitted me to hold a weekly
two-hour session over the seven weeks with a committed group of children and their teacher. The
school resides on 70 acres of meadow, garden and forest land near Cranberry Valley on Salt
Spring Island, BC. In addition to working with the data to better understand the children’s
experiences, a central aim of this research was also to help identify, examine and assess what
facilitation techniques were effective for program relevance and engagement with the potential
for replication and the training of other nature-based facilitators. The data allowed me the rare
opportunity to explore the nature of what was taught and how it affected the children.
The Case of Wild Craft Play
There seems to be something unique and innovative about melding nature-based play
with digital game-style design, facilitated in a way that allowed the children to guide themselves
in their own discovery. It required a facilitation style that I found was uncommon in the school
system, and therefore I was keen to find out if this approach could be integrated and replicable.
When planning to facilitate an experience, I considered all of the aspects that affect the
children such as; the environment, the context of the story-line, the time of day, the progression
of time, the types of activities, who the children were, what day of the week or season it was,
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what types of props or tools I was using, and what engaged the children most. These were all
aspects that were explored in this research. Figure 4 describes the flow of the design of this
research at Salt Spring Centre School.
Figure 4: Salt Spring Central School Research Flow Chart

Lesson plans: Days 3, 4 and 5.
I designed a progression of 7 lesson plans that lasted 2 hours, once a week for 7 weeks.
The lesson plans were intended to provide a framework to ensure consistency and a well-rounded
experience that included storytelling, planned activities, unplanned play time, breaks and story
sharing time (See Appendix F). As mentioned in the description of the program, these lesson
plans were designed and refined over years of trial and error and engagement with children since
2008, informed by many years of experience, and supported by newly found literature (Blizzard
Entertainment, 1991; Clark & Glazer, 2004; Cornell, 1998; Creswell, 1997; Diamond, 2007; The
Earth Charter Initiative, 2000; Van Matre, 1990; Young et al., 2010).
In the lesson plan, I used the 8 shields model (8 Shields Institute, 2013) as a way to find
my bearings and to be guided in this way; 1) where to Start/begin the day, 2) progressing to the
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Time to Inspire, 3) Time to Motivate, 4) Time to Focus, 5) Time to Take a Break, 6) Time to
Share, 7) Time to Reflect, and 8) Time to Integrate at the end of the day (Young, et al., 2010). I
learned about the 8 shields model through my mentor, Wes Gietz, and I have been in practice
with these principles over a period of 10 years. I had read and happily adapted many of the
methods of the Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature (2010) in my programs, including
activities such as the Sit Spot1 for connection to nature, and games such as Eagle Eye 2 for moresneaky, playful ways to integrate nature connection.
During my data collection, it turned out that Days 3 and 5 were facilitated as the 8
Shields Model had prescribed, yet during Day 4, my role as researcher over-shadowed my
facilitator role due to a curious response I had received on Day 3, and without planning it, I
ended up with an experience that was very different than my original intentions. In fact, I spent
most of the time on Day 4 doing focusing activities, being didactic, and doing most of the
talking. The results from this are dramatically different than the other days. Due to the nature of
research in how it can take us down many rabbit holes along the way, I chose to build this case
study upon these 3 days out of the 7 which contained this anomaly. It really stood out to me as
intriguing and unique despite there being many other elements within my data that were equally
as fascinating and may be investigated further in future, but were beyond the scope of this study
(see Figure 5).

1
Sit Spot is when one sits in nature, away from any distractions, for a minimum of 20 minutes and with
eyes open, listens and focuses on something in nature to allow the mind to quiet.
2
Eagle Eye is a focusing game very similar to the game Camouflage, where the person who is it stands still
and covers her eyes and counts out loud, and the other children run and hide as close to the leader as possible,
causing them to be closer to nature than they realize, while in the thrill and competition of the game, the objective of
the game is to be the last one found while keeping an eagle eye on the person who is it.
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Figure 5: Adapted from the 8 Shields image (8 Shields Institute, 2013)

Day’s 3 and 5, started in the Northeast shield. I Opened the day by telling a 10-minute
story, then moved into the East shield for 15 minutes where I Inspired them, allowing the
children time to explore. Then we moved into the Southeast where they were Activated in
discussion about everyone’s roles for approximately 30 minutes, and then spent another 30
minutes Focusing on the task. After that, we took a 20-30-minute break in the Southwest shield,
then arrived as a group in the West shield where it was time to Share. Just after Sharing, the
program closes and the children go home and are encouraged to reflect and integrate as they go
on with their day.
Referring to the lesson plan in Appendix F, the lesson plans were written prior to the
lesson, yet the child responses and my responses were written during my data analysis. Duration
shows the number of minutes that I planned on spending for each activity. Activity is a brief
description of what is happening at any given time. Child Response is what I perceived the
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children to be doing during that time in a brief way from reviewing the video, and the My
Response column includes how I reacted as a facilitator to their responses.
My role as the facilitator, also known as Fate, the Sacred Storyteller to the children, was
to gently encourage them to develop their own understandings of what was happening at their
own cognitive level. Rather than being the storyteller per se, I played more of a facilitator role,
allowing the children to craft their own story on the land living the experience in their own way.
The underlying theme of this particular case of Wild Craft Play, specific to this research, was to
generate experiential learning around consumerism by playing a game where the children
experienced exploration and quests, and received and bartered for money and goods once they
had completed tasks and jobs.
At times, my role was also as an investor, who would give extra money to those who
generated their own ideas. There was a ‘hiring process’ for the travelling merchant, scouts and
other staff of the story. We were situated under the same tree each week and yet quests
encouraged them to explore beyond that area. The program emerged from their interests and
weekly acts of play. Once I spent a day with them, I could determine the roles they had adapted
for themselves such as: who was a scout, who was more inclined to craft and make things, who
worked more independently, or who tended to be more of a skeptic, etc. The quests were then
built weekly upon the interests of the children, relevant to their surroundings, within the context
of the greater lesson plan. They created their own story, and developed their own characters
based on the challenges that I presented. Initially, I set the scene of a Travelling Trade Post with
items, a workshop, tools, money, a mailbox and a quest in the trees. Then on Day 3, I arrived
stating that I came into ‘big money’ and started hiring and handing out money more frequently,
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with the hopes that the children would become aware of the effect of money and its influence on
consumerism. This set the case study in motion from Day 3 until Day 5.
Indicators.
The Indicators of Awareness as defined in the Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature
(Young et al., 2010) were originally developed by the authors to evaluate the children’s behaviors
using descriptions of their responses to the activities provided. Initially, I attempted to use them
as a frame of reference for this case study in order to gauge the effectiveness of my facilitative
approach. Young et al’s. (2010) indicators of Awareness are as follows; Quiet Mind (North East),
Common Sense (East), Aliveness and Agility (South East), Inquisitive Focus (South), Caring and
Tending (South West), Service to the Community (West), Awe and Reverence (North West), SelfSufficiency (North) (p. 269).
When attempting to use these Indicators of Awareness to determine if the children were
engaged in my program, this framework made evaluation difficult if not impossible in some
cases (e.g. how would I evaluate, for instance, ‘Quiet Mind’ without disturbing the child in her
thoughts to ask her about her state of mind?). In response to this, I developed my own Indicators
of Engagement, which helped me correlate activities that I was witnessing with the children’s
responses more readily, and while not perfect, it was more accessible to me as a researcher. The
indicators can be found in the Results section.
In trying to determine what precise facilitation techniques were most effective in
positively engaging children in nature-based programs, and to possibly use in the training of
other environmental educators in future, I chose to video record and capture my facilitation of
the program. In theory, this allowed me to later analyze my own actions as well as the children
but not sacrifice the children’s experience, by attempting to do double duty.
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Research Participants
Participants were selected from a group of young people, ages 10-11, who volunteered to
join the Wild Craft Play research study, at Salt Spring Centre School, in 2015. I gave a
presentation to the teacher of the class that outlined the intent of my research and the activities in
which students would be involved, after which the teacher and students took me on a tour of the
land. I was able to offer this program to the children with the permission of the teacher, parents
and administrator. The class self-selected as a whole class to fully participate in the research.
The children were expected to show up with appropriate clothing and water bottles ready to stay
outside for two hours and play in any weather condition. The children were encouraged as the
days progressed, to bring their items with them (e.g. hats, cloaks, talismans, clothing, gauntlets
etc.)
I chose this age range due to the level of comprehension necessary for this type of
program. Ten children identified interest in the study, however the subset was selected based on
those who could confirm regular attendance and who demonstrated a willingness to complete the
program. The children all lived in a rural community and the group was comprised of four male
and three female students in families that range from middle to high income.
Ethical Considerations
Informed consent.
Informed consent was required from each participant and their parent/legal guardian (see
Appendix A and B for Parent Permission forms and Informed Consent Forms). The teacher’s role
was as liaison between myself as facilitator, the principal, and the parents. The teacher shared the
forms with parents and students. After the teacher met with parents, they all indicated their
interest and willingness to participate and suggested they did not need to meet with me directly
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as they felt confidence with the teacher’s approval of this program. Parent/guardians and students
were asked to sign the informed consent forms and only those who signed the consent forms
were involved in my research. The teacher also attended each session as a chaperone for school
insurance purposes.
A media release section was included for all videography. The video collected during this
study has potential to be used in the future for training purposes and for further promotion of the
program. Permission to use this footage with that intent was granted and documented by the
participants and their parents/guardians. Students were informed that their participation was
voluntary and that they could withdraw from the study at any time without consequence up and
until analysis of the data. Their involvement was not accessed or marked in any way for their
grade in school, which put the researcher on more of an even keel with the students. No
participants withdrew during this study. Participants who wished to withdraw during the study
had to talk to their parents/guardians and then request an exit interview with the researcher. All
families involved in the study asked to be notified of the findings and therefore copies of this
thesis will be sent to each of them upon completion.
Confidentiality.
All participant names were removed from the data and pseudonyms were assigned to
each participant. Gender and grade level were used to try to identify certain patterns of behavior,
typical to age groups and male and female participants. This data was used only to correlate
emerging patterns. The researcher and volunteer videographer completed volunteer forms,
criminal record checks, and confidentiality agreements.
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Vulnerabilities and risk.
With every outdoor experience there are inherent risks. All Wild Craft Play programming
was reviewed by the teacher and/or principal at Salt Spring Centre School before taking
participants outside. The activities chosen were low risk and there were no field trips or
overnight experiences (See Appendix D, Letter to the Principal).
I requested the permission of the parents and the children to use photos and video clips by
way of a Photo and Video Release for this research. This permission included any further use for
videos and photos for future research, training manuals, presentations, and promotional materials
(see Appendix B). None of the edited video or media promotions developed from the material
collected in this research will be released without subsequent permission from parents.
Data Collection
The research lasted over seven weeks, two hours per day, generating fourteen hours of
video data. For the purposes of this study I looked at videos from Days 3, 4 and 5. As mentioned
above, part of the design of the data collection was to set up the study using lesson plans,
applying the framework of the 8 shields model (8 Shields Institute, 2013), in a nature-based
setting, using props, tools and techniques (See Appendix F for Lesson Plan).
In addition to the video, I took many notes about each of the sessions which I have
referred to throughout this thesis by way of my enhanced understanding of what took place.
Although I began with the notion that a pre- and post-questionnaire was necessary to determine
the levels of engagement of the children from the outset and in the end, once the sessions had
taken place, I soon realized that the video and notes provided ample data for my purposes, in
hindsight, the questionnaire that I had generated was not designed adequately for the outcomes
that were required.
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I had also created an interactive touch screen survey with a water-proofed iPad using
iSurvey from Harvest Your Data (Software Ltd., 2009). This tool was based on
Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) Experience Sampling Method, and was designed to be used during
each lesson at random. However, it proved to be difficult to ensure that every child participated
while I also focused on my dual role as researcher and facilitator/subject. Therefore, this data
was ultimately not used in the end.
Data Analysis
After reviewing the totality of the data, as mentioned, I chose to only use a portion of
data, looking at Days 3, 4 and 5, in order to make the analysis manageable within the timeframe
available for this study. The video footage used for this research therefore encompasses three out
of the seven days.
The process of analyzing this rich, qualitative data included many hours of viewing and
re-viewing the video footage, transcribing what the facilitator and the children said, printing the
transcript and reviewing the material while making notes pertaining to the actions that correlated
to the transcribed material. On the transcription, I also made note of the timing (e.g. how long
each activity took).
The first analytic step was to identify the facilitation approach being used during each
time period, so that I could contextualize the engagement of the children, as it was foundational
to the study. Numerous hours were spent logging the times, providing titles to each activity, and
identifying children in color coordinated post-it notes with their character roles (e.g. Engineer or
Scout). The transcription was laid out on long scrolls of newsprint and treated as if it were a
manuscript to a play with scenes, actors and locations identified. Once the transcription was
completed, I could discern between each activity, my own technique as a facilitator, and how
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effective I was in engaging the children. I also reviewed the transcriptions with the goal of both
assessing my facilitation approach and determining themes that arose overall.
There are two separate categories that were mined for data; the over-arching context of
the environment that was being facilitated for the children, recognized as the themes and
components, and the responses of the children (found on the right side of the data collected in
Appendix E). The latter, underlined as “Child Response,” determined whether or not boys vs
girls were engaged, and specifically related to the indicators of engagement at particular times
within the progression of the lesson. While reviewing the videos (identified in the first column),
each of the different items were numbered to determine the number of boys vs girls who were
engaged in specific activities, along with the number of children all together who were engaged
or disengaged. The results section of this paper share descriptions and videos to further illustrate
the findings.
When I laid out the transcripts in a sequential order of activities based on the 8 Shields
model (8 Shields Institute, 2013), I saw that relatively adequate time span and progression
through the shields occurred on days 3 and 5. To reiterate, the shields consist of:
1.

Start the session (then at the end, Finish the session)

2.

Time to Inspire

3.

Time to Motivate

4.

Time to Focus

5.

Time to Take a Break

6.

Time to Share3

7.

Time to Reflect

3

As I ran the program, I soon found that Time to Share was when the program ended, therefore, Time to
Reflect and Time to Integrate occurred after the children left the program, thus Time to Share is the last element of
the lesson plans in this research.
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Time to Integrate

On day 4, on the other hand, I found that once I had started the session each activity was
generally a more focused activity, with only a few minutes of activation, no time for a break, and
very little time for sharing, and thus did not reflect the progression and emphasis laid out in the 8
Shields model. This difference between days three and five, versus day four, allowed me to
analyze the comparative results of two very different facilitation approaches.
Themes and components.
Out of the analysis, four main themes emerged: 1) a positive presence, 2) a facilitative
approach, 3) using props 4) and nature connection. These themes each included a number of key
characteristics as follows:
Positive Presence
For the purpose of this research, Positive Presence includes: positive tone, enthusiasm,
encouraging words, and patience.
Facilitative Approach
Facilitative Approach include the following:; focused listening, reflective questioning,
providing information or resources, and dramatic storytelling.
Props
Props was a universal term that I used to encompass strategically placed items, costumes,
tools and resources available that were both human made, and nature made with the intention to
hook the children’s curiosity and generate imaginative play, similar to that experienced in a
digital game.
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Nature Connection
Nature as context was an essential aspect of this program. Children had their own
personal experiences; picking things up, jumping across streams, touching things, interacting
(sometimes painfully) with nature, without any instruction or guidance as to what to do, although
they were encouraged to teach themselves. I included all aspects of connecting with nature under
the heading Nature Connection. These aspects included, but weren’t limited to: immersion,
working through challenges, and imaginative play in nature.
Indicators of engagement.
While reviewing the videos I noted and identified several behaviors modeled (by the
children and myself as facilitator) that indicated engagement. I found that when the children
were engaged certain behaviors emerged as demonstrated in Figure 6 and Table 1 below.
Figure 6: Child Responses - Indicators of Engagement demonstrates how I separated the
description of the children’s engagement into two different categories; “Not Engaged” and
“Engaged.” The “Engaged” category is divided into six different indicators of engagement from
the children’s responses.
The indicators of engagement are further described as;
•

Present and Listening – eyes focused on the speaker, not talking, responsive to what
is being shared, responsive to information provided by nodding and other mannerisms
of facial features, as well as verbal or physical responses.

•

Curious and Commenting – facial expression demonstrates interest, raising hands,
asking questions.

•

Activated or Motivated – while still paying attention, children were upright, mobile
and animated, talking to each other and the facilitator.
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Passionate – staring at what is at hand, speaking only about that topic or item

•

Focused and Participating – speaking about, looking at, touching and interacting
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solely with what is at hand, interacting with each other when required, asking
questions.
•

Enjoying Free Play – unstructured, relaxed body, less questions were asked, children
would interact with each other about topics that weren’t related to their work

•

Present and Sharing – sitting shoulder to shoulder in a circle, eyes focused on the
speaker, not talking unless it is their turn, raising hands.

Figure 6: Child Responses - Indicators of Engagement

It seemed necessary to study child responses within the context of what and how things
were being facilitated. Although video footage captures more than notes or photos would have, it
did not capture all of the aspects experienced in the natural setting, such as: the unexplainable
energy between the children, the inter-connectedness both between the children and between the
children and the facilitator, as well as the mystery that lingered beneath the leaves and among the
trees. This energy is demonstrated in Figure 7 by the colorful rainbow knot that weaves in and
out of each activity.
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Figure 7: Facilitative Approach + Participant Indicators of Engagement

The four themes as well as the Indicators of Engagement formed a two-part analytical
screening process used to review 52 different video clips that lasted between 1 and 5 minutes in
length. These clips were chosen because they had at least a majority of the children in the clip,
along with myself as a character. Once I collected enough data within that clip, I would fast
forward to the next visible time that most of the participants were included. These clips were
chosen from the totality of the footage of days three, four and five.
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Inquiry team viewing.
Based on Goldman-Segall’s (1998) recommendations for analyzing video-ethnography, I
selected two researchers, a Royal Roads faculty member and a member of the 2013 cohort, who
were asked to review and offer feedback on high level themes that emerged in order to add an
outsider’s perspective to the video analysis for validity. The researchers were provided with 40 to
50 minutes of video footage from days 3, 4 and 5 to review, which were chosen randomly. The
only prior knowledge each of them had of the footage was a short introduction and their previous
experience with me as a student and fellow classmate. They provided notable themes. Their
perspectives were emailed to me in a template that I provided (See Appendix G). I re-wrote their
notes on Post-It notes and added them to my data during the time that I was coding the material.
This provided a wider perspective of the actions and characteristics of the children and myself. I
had each of these team members sign an agreement, refer to Appendix D for the Inquiry Team
Agreement Letter.
Limitations
Due to my participation as facilitator of these three days that are studied as this case, I am
highly sensitive to my own biases as the researcher and from that premise continually looked for
ways to increase validity of this research. Assessing the participants’ internal motivations and
perspectives was difficult to accurately analyze. Also, the pre and post-questionnaire would have
been more useful, in hindsight, if it had been designed to include a pre-devised, well respected
existing survey that assessed pre- and post-engagement with nature measurements. I attempted to
minimize the impact of these issues by including external perspectives on the Inquiry Team and
multiple data sources. Any of the errors or omissions are my own.
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While people are being videotaped, they may act differently than they normally would.
In order to minimize change of character during recording, I allowed the children to be video
recorded a few days prior to the start of the research thereby normalizing the experience and also
allowing them to familiarize themselves with the video equipment before hand. A few minor
items may also have contributed to the limitations of this study such as warm weather conditions
and a lack of appropriate clothing, sickness or a busy schedule.

Chapter 5: Results
Introduction
Typically, children engage in Wild Craft Play as if they are characters in a digital game,
but it is in real life. They get to make their own decisions, choose their own adventures and
generate their own story, within the context of what is being facilitated. This experience is a
model which can potentially be used to explore any topic, providing a framework that children
can relate to.
There are two different aspects worthy of investigation: the facilitated environment,
analyzed primarily in terms of the themes discussed above, and the Child Responses,
demonstrating whether or not the children were engaged based on the indicators of engagement.
In Table 1, the themes and components of the facilitative approach are explained in more detail
with supporting footage, descriptive components defining specific elements of the facilitator’s
actions or approach related to the theme, and the observed response of the children.
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Table 1: Themes and Components - Descriptions and Results
POSITIVE PRESENCE
Descriptive Components
Positive Tone

Results

the quality of a person's voice
(Merriam-Webster, 2016)

When a positive tone was maintained, children continued to engage
fully.
Figure 8: Video Clip: Positive Tone4

https://youtu.be/WzcOkIC5ALY?list=PLbzRbg2cdDXyz5SD8IGYVsWVQePCdeAF4

Enthusiasm
Feeling or showing strong excitement
about something: filled with or marked by
enthusiasm (Merriam-Webster, 2016)

Children responded with enthusiasm to my enthusiasm.

Encouraging Words
Definition of Encouraging: causing a
hopeful feeling (Merriam-Webster, 2016)

When a child expresses something to a leader, children demonstrate a
hopeful feeling by their mannerisms, their body language, the way that
they want to continue to engage.

Patience
Definition of patience: the quality of being
patient, such as the ability to wait for a
long time without becoming annoyed or
upset (Merriam-Webster, 2016).
Not being frustrated or upset when they
didn’t do what I thought they should, or
wanted them to.

4

When demonstrating patience, the children seemed to do more, take on
more, and generate more of their own understanding in ways that were
different from mine. There were interactions and actions made that
exemplified practice and experimentation.

In the following section, video clips are provided to add context and examples. Note, to access the video clips first
hold down “Control” for a PC, or “Apple” for a MAC, then click on the link, you will be sent to an unlisted
YouTube video. Be sure you are connected to the internet.
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FACILITATIVE APPROACH
Definition
Allowing Experience

Results

Definition of allow: to fail to restrain or
prevent. (Merriam-Webster, 2016)

Children demonstrate a strong sense of accomplishment and
ownership of the situation.
Figure 9: Video Clip: Allowing Experience

Definition of experience: the fact or state of
having been affected by or gained
knowledge through direct observation or
participation. (Merriam-Webster, 2016)

https://youtu.be/1N7b6lcNw4?list=PLbzRbg2cdDXyz5SD8IGYVsWVQePCdeAF4

Focused Listening
Definition of Focused: A main purpose or
interest (Merriam-Webster, 2016).

When children feel that they have truly been heard and are invited
to “tell me more,” their words are reflected back to them. This has a
positive effect on their emotional response and encourages a
sense of relaxed flow. They seek out interaction with the facilitator.
As seen in Video Clip 2, 3 and 4.

Reflective Questioning
Definition of reflection: a thought, idea, or
opinion formed or a remark made as a result
of meditation. (Merriam-Webster, 2016)
Definition of Questioning: a matter or
problem that is being discussed: a subject or
topic. (Merriam-Webster, 2016)
The act of using questions to inspire the
child’s sense of discovery

If questions are posed to a child who has come with a concern or is
asking for help, they demonstrate a willingness to generate their
own results.
Figure 10: Video Clip: Reflective Questioning

https://youtu.be/mjHGkcTQuE?list=PLbzRbg2cdDXyz5SD8IGYVsWVQePCdeAF4
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Definition
Results
Providing Information and Facts
Definition of provide: to make
preparation to meet a need (MerriamWebster, 2016).
Definition of Information: the
communication or reception of
knowledge or intelligence (MerriamWebster, 2016).

I found that the timing of when information and facts are given is crucial
to the further development of interest and level of problem solving of the
children. If information and facts are given to answer a child’s questions
too soon, they may no longer be motivated to discover things on their
own.
Figure 11: Video Clip: Giving Information and Facts

Definition of fact: something that has
actual existence (Merriam-Webster,
2016).

https://youtu.be/ORFkiFh6Aeg?list=PLbzRbg2cdDXyz5SD8IGYVsWVQePCdeAF4

Dramatic Storytelling
Definition of dramatic: sudden and
extreme; greatly affecting people's
emotions; attracting attention; causing
people to carefully listen, look, etc.
(Merriam-Webster, 2016)
Definition of Storyteller: someone who
tells or writes stories (Merriam-Webster,
2016)

When a story is told in a dramatic tone, it captures the children’s
attention, and they tend to look more carefully and listen with focus. As
seen in Video Clip 3.

Props
In this case study, Prop refers to the
items, costumes, tools, resources that
were brought outside and used in the
framework of the game

Certain props, costumes and tools were very effective in engaging certain
children. As seen in Video Clip 3. Costumes were added to over the
days, as more and more children developed their own costumes. The
snail mailbox was a focal point for children to retrieve the scroll
describing the next quest.

Nature Connection
Definition of Nature: the external world in
its entirety (Merriam-Webster, 2016).
Definition of Connection: contextual
relation or association (MerriamWebster, 2016).

A primary intention of the Wild Craft Play programs is that the children
develop a personal connection with nature through playing the game.
Through direct experience including exploration, trial and error, they
interacted with nature and found they needed to pay attention to it
through natural consequences, such as experiencing the sting of nettles.
As seen in Video Clip 5.
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The descriptions, results and footage of the themes and components allowed an analysis
of what influenced the engagement of children within the context of the program Wild Craft
Play. Once the themes and components were identified and understood, comparing them with
the duration of time revealed that what was being facilitated in what way, at what time, and for
what length of time were all critical factors in determining effectiveness.
Effects of the Duration of Time on Children’s Engagement
On Days 3 and 5 the progression of the day followed what was suggested in Coyote’s
Guide to Connecting with Nature (Young, et al., 2010, p. 228). On Day 4, however, there was a
considerable difference in certain aspects of the day, specifically the Time to be Inspired, and the
Time to be Focused.
As mentioned previously, on Day 4, I abandoned several of the mentoring components
that made Days 3 and 5 successful (see Figure 15). I allowed my personal interest in educating
about consumerism to take over. Watching the videos, I observed myself abandoning the model.
The activities that I led were inappropriate to that part of the progression of the lesson plan. For
example, when we first met, I directed the children into an activity called Sit Spot, which is not
an appropriate activity for the Opening of the day. Second, instead of doing an activity
appropriate for the Time to Inspire, instead, I led an experience that was appropriate for the Time
to Focus by lecturing them on consumerism and asking leading questions. This resulted in a
change of the progression and disengagement to what was recommended in the model. This
revealed the importance of following the progression and order of activities as described in
Coyote’s Guide to Connecting to Nature (Young, et al. 2010), because where that order was not
followed, there was a strong correlation with the children disengaging (see Appendix F).
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In Figure 14, it can be seen that the actual progression of Day 4 had no appropriate
Opening activity or Time to be Inspired. The amount of Time to Focus was excessive, and
inappropriately placed in the progression. During Day 4 when the engagement was lower than
the other two days, the children did not respond well to my instruction to come together; rather,
they took their own break without my guidance or permission. This is demonstrated in Figure
12: Video Clip 1 below.
Figure 12: Video Clip: Lack of Response

https://youtu.be/_N6ob2a-220?list=PLbzRbg2cdDXyz5SD8IGYVsWVQePCdeAF4

The critical facilitation dimensions that emerged are the four identified themes, the
sequencing of modes of engagement (the 8 Shields model), and the effects of duration of time,
and its effect on whether or not the subjects were engaged. The data demonstrated the
importance of the progression of activities within the lesson plan, and the value of using an
enthusiastic facilitative approach. Without being able to find a cause, there seem to be a
correlation between the depth of girl engagement vs boy engagement with different types of
activities. It would take more research to determine what factors contributed to these
differences, over and above gender.
The children’s response at the end of Day 4 was that they would not come back if the
program was going to continue this way. In contrast, at the end of the day 3, the children verbally
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rated the day as an average of 9.7 out of 10, and they commented that this was one of the best
days of the program (see Figure 14 for the amount of time spent on each activity and its
comparison of Day’s 3 and 5.) By way of contrast, Figure 13: Video Clip 7 demonstrates the
results of a failure to both use the themes and follow the 8 shields model, and shows a nonengaged response by most of the children.
Figure 13: Video Clip: Example of Boredom

https://youtu.be/sVq53sLIf9U

The pie charts in Figures 14 and 15 show the percentage of time spent doing each activity
over the span of two hours. (e.g. Time to be Inspired is a phase for an activity). As you can see in
the “Planned Progression of Day 4 based on Coyote’s Guide to Connecting to Nature (Young et
al, 2010) there is a prescribed amount of time distributed between each of the activity
timeframes, with Time to Focus being the largest amount of time, 35%. The progression of Day
4, the “Unsuccessful Day” ended up having over 80% of the time spent on working tasks, of
which resulted in an incredible disappointment for the children. When I brought my own agenda
into Day 4, I was no longer using the core themes of positive engagement, nor was I following
the 8 shields model effectively. I may have started the day in an effective way, but the chart
indicates that there was no (purple) Time to be Inspired, no (orange) Time to be Motivated, and
we did not have the (brown) Time to Take a Break. Far too much time was spent focusing, and
there was very little Time to Share, and even I felt like I was forcing them to do so. The only
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thing that was consistent between days three and five and day four was the context of nature,
which was not sufficient in keeping them engaged.
Based on analysis of Day 4, as compared with Days 3 and 5, I learned that you need to
have ample time to start the day, and allow time to inspire that is short and sweet. Following that
by an activity designed to motivate their inspiration drives the children right into the focus
period, where they are content and in action. However, if they are not subsequently given a
break, then the invitation to Gather and Share seems forced upon them. This is an underlying
current of strategically planned experiences that only the facilitator knows and has to delicately
navigate based on the emerging experiences of the children. The children stated that they literally
“hated” that day and were not interested in returning if the rest of the sessions would be
facilitated in a similar way. The teacher also highly suggested that I change my approach. With
that feedback, I reverted back to the planned progression from day three on day five, as seen in
Figure 15 in order to obtain a more engaged result
Figure 14: Day 4 - Planned vs Actual
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Figure 15: Progression of Day 3 & 5

Chapter 6: Discussion
This case study has been a great adventure of self-discovery, deepening my
understanding of what makes a guided-discovery journey so engaging for children. I have found
that engagement can be interpreted in many different ways, and that it is difficult to find a single
effective approach to analyzing data which is useful enough to uncover results that can be used
by many, however, I feel more confident that Wild Craft Play has the potential to engage positive
child responses and could be replicated as an alternative nature-based program. I hope that some
of the identified factors can be shared as effective and practical facilitation techniques for other
environmental educators and teachers.
Child Responses
Just as Lavine (2012) and Saumell (2012) point out, a more didactic approach, like the
one I took on Day 4, can tend to diminish engagement and the inspiration of the children. When
the data suggests that activities were highly engaging, the majority of children were self-directed
and seemed to be fully immersed in their learning. During the facilitation of the beginning of a
lesson plan, if the facilitator is doing a good job, the indicator of engagement displayed by the
children should be Present and Listening. When the facilitator moves to inspiring the children in
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an effective way, the children display Curiosity and start to Comment. At these times the children
were focused, interacting with each other, mostly quiet and not asking me any questions. While
some children were more cautious and remained as a witness to the activities unfolding
activities, it was hard to tell if these children were disengaged, or merely pondering how to
participate next.
Three particular characters stood out for me as the most engaged. The Engineer, who
built the bridge and The Scout Leader and the Scout Helper. Refer to Video Clip 5: Reflective
Questioning to see The Engineer wearing the red plaid shirt. Video Clip 6: Giving Information
and Facts has the Scout Leader, the boy in black reading the quests or writing in the book. In the
same video, the boy in the red sweater was called the Scout Helper was my barometer of
boredom. Also find him in Video Clip 7: Example of Boredom, front and center.
Just as Clark & Glazer (2004) demonstrate, in order to evoke a sense of adventure,
children need the freedom to explore, with the hint of advice offered only when necessary. I
mention The Engineer and The Scout Leader because these two boys seemed to be the most
engaged, and the most engaging of others. Their storytelling abilities, character development
and strategic sense of adventure and exploration were infectious. They were a great example of
full-on engagement throughout the study, and they also seemed to be engaged when no one else
was. The cause of the discrepancies in engagement seems beyond the scope of this research, yet
are worth noting and could be assigned to many other variables not measured within this study.
The Helper Scout was also a dynamic character who provided first signs of potential and total
disengagement. I found this character to be not only helpful to remind me of the importance of
the progression of time, but also to gauge whether or not the activity itself was stimulating
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enough. It reminded me that paying attention to what was not working was the best way to selfcorrect in a timely manner. I was grateful to, rather than disparaging of this boy.
Overall, I noticed a divide in the group between the boys and the girls. While being
mindful of stereotypes, I did notice the girls modeled a different interest than I had first
anticipated. Within the Wild Craft Play program, I expected the girls to want to explore and hike
around the forest as much as the boys did. While gender studies were not the focus of my
research, I thought it was useful to note that the girls preferred to play with the gems and beads,
using high quality crafting supplies while sitting under a tree, chatting, making and giggling.
This experience spurs a question of what approaches teachers and leaders are using to engage
girls, or more feminine children in nature too? (Refer to Video Clip 4: Allowing Experience for
an example of the girls sitting and crafting).
Engaged?
It took a lot of time for me to review the material to distill the concept of engagement
down to indicators of engagement vs not being engaged. On Day 4, I gave them a focused
activity which required the children to be present and to listen, without speaking. In hindsight,
this was not a good idea due to the intensity of focus it required so early in the day. Although the
children demonstrated presence and listening, it set the tone of the day to be less engaging.
Within the first hour of Day 4, the children were meant to be curious and commenting, yet I
could tell that only the keenest of children were engaged. These dynamics taught me to mind my
facilitation approach in following days.
Initially, I intended on hosting Day 4 of the program the way that I had planned,
following a storyline (See Appendix I) and engaging as a character the entire time. However,
due to my interest as a researcher, and my keenness to experiment, I inadvertently pulled the
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children from their experience. Not only did this disengage some children, but later that week,
the teacher informed me that if things went the way they did on Day 4 again, all of the children
would quit. During the data analysis portion of the research this fascinated me so much that it
was a key to unlocking what to do and what not to do. Rather than focusing on the over-arching
experience of the program, my motivation on Day 4 as a facilitator was to know what engaged
children, and ironically in letting this guide the day, I disengaged my subjects. While this was
difficult to swallow as an experienced facilitator, I knew that this is what research is intended to
do, and that perhaps I could view this as less of a failure and more of an opportunity to identify
the ingredients leading to disconnection between teacher and learner. I noted that disconnection
particularly occurred when the learner did not have a say in what is being learned. This
reinforces the fundamental importance of participatory learning.
Another critical aspect of the teacher-student relationship can be found in the origin of
the word ‘pedagogue.’ It derived from the servant who accompanied the student on her way to
learning, responsible for the upbringing of the child including conversations and experiences, in
contrast to the modern didactic pedagogue who dictates at the front of the room” (Leighton,
2014, p. 306-307). In my work, I noted the importance of the children developing a trusting
relationship with the teacher who accompanies them and walks alongside them rather than
merely instructs.
Just as Miller (2005), Bixler, Floyd and Hammitt (2002) and Van Magre (1990) suggest
that in order to develop a growing concern for nature, our approach as leaders, teachers and
parents needs to shift, I would also suggest that we need to become companions (Overholser,
2011) who walk alongside children (holding ourselves back from answering all the questions and
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model an appreciation that elicits a natural curiosity and concern for the environment), and
model an appreciation to help elicit a natural concern for the environment.
Story facilitating.
It seems as though some children preferred telling stories, where most children preferred
‘living the story.’ The feedback was clear that many preferred to spend most of the time acting
the part, leaving only 10 minutes or so at the end of the day sharing their stories. After the
anomaly of the disengagement on Day 4, the children demonstrated a true need to be able to sit
together and share stories, not only was this in response to their experience of Day 4, but it was
obvious to me that the sequencing of the day, story sharing had to happen at the end of the day.
The 8 Shields Institute (2013) and Young et al. (2010) explain the elegant techniques and
deep history of the effectiveness of a well thought out progression of a lesson plan. Although
this source is not academic, it is no less relevant and derives its roots from nature-based peoples
and tribal technologies and pedagogies, which I found were innovative and relevant approaches
that ought to be considered in how we plan and deliver education in public and private settings
today.
Progression of time.
One of the more valuable results of this research was discovering the importance of
facilitating activities following a progression of time for a series of activities and how it affected
the engagement of children. During the coding phase of the research, I spent countless hours
calculating the time spent in every interaction, and devising the pie charts that provided a visual
representation of the percentage of time spent in a two-hour chunk (see Figures 14 & 15).
I assumed that different circumstances were possibly affecting the children’s engagement
such as: the weather, the fact that our program was held on a Friday, the season, the time of day,
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the moon phases, and events that happened previous to each lesson. Yet the results of what
happened on Days 3 and 5 compared to what happened on Day 4, given that the structure of the
days were dramatically different, may be an attributed to the disengagement on Day 4.
Young et al. (2010) and Cornell (1998) both acknowledge the importance of the
progression of activities over a particular period of time. Young for instance, claims that you
should avoid spending too much time inspiring students, because they most-likely already are
inspired to some degree, and move on to motivation, with a lot of freedom to focus, explore,
learn and do. With a necessary break time interjected between activities and reflective sharing.
Emergent engagement the recipe for success. Young took and expanded his theories from
Cornell’s work, where Cornell wrote about the necessity to first “awaken enthusiasm, focus
attention, offer direct experience and share inspiration” in order to allow, what he calls the “flow
learning” to take hold (Sharing Nature Worldwide, 2016).
While both of these models have helped me to build lesson plans and look for indicators
of engagement, they are only maps, and we all know that the map is not the territory. I have
come to understand the importance of using one’s intuition to assess when time is up, when time
needs to expand, or when we need a time out. Intuition doesn’t have a map or model, but
requires the confidence and maturity of a facilitator who is willing to experiment, make mistakes
and in so doing, uncover more of her own courage to teach, and go where the learning needs to
go (Palmer, 1998), just let it happen.
Loops and patterns of engagement.
As I developed the Indicators of Engagement, I found it difficult to analyze results
without having the context of what was being facilitated. The diagram in Figure 7 displays the
facilitative approach as arrows pointing outward, with the clouds representing the Indicators of
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Engagement, and the rainbow colored lines between demonstrating the feedback loops and
patterns of engagement that children tend to flow through, moving between each of the different
phases of the activities based on their different levels of understanding. Just as Young et al.
(2010) state, all activities start and end in the North East, and the cycles within cycles can occur
within an hour, within multiple hours, within a day, within months, and within the year. These
cycles occur for multiple children for multiple reasons, requiring the facilitator to be open to
change, demonstrate a greater understanding of what is possible within any given activity, with a
need for plans to be made, and to be broken, depending on the flow of the participants.
In my role as the program leader for a children’s programs at the Art of Mentoring in
2016, plus fifteen years of guiding children in nature, I have experienced a feeling of
interconnectivity in supporting children, families and youth through a better understanding of
time, its connection to the cycles of life, and the connection to what brings out the best growth
opportunity for participants. The notion of time in education is worth further investigation.
Techniques for Effective Facilitation
Once I had identified the themes and components mentioned in the results section, I
found a few useful techniques that demonstrate success and are replicable. While having a
positive presence, a facilitative (hands on/hands off) approach, props, and time in nature were all
incredibly valuable, and all contributed a greater experience within an activity, a number of
more-subtle but equally valuable aspects critical to the experiences emerged during this research
such as; strategically setting the stage, paying attention to time, and facilitating to the ability of
the group.
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Setting the stage.
Could you imagine if you were expecting a snail mailbox to be sitting in a tree when you
arrive each day and one day it wasn’t there? This happened during the study when I intentionally
decided to forego the mailbox one morning which was followed by a look of disappointment and
frustration that washed over the children’s faces. I quickly learned how important these props
really were, especially the more peculiar ones. A white mailbox with a snail painted on it tucked
into the crevice of a tree is a golden key to engaging children, and in time they came to expect
and welcome these props (See Figure 2).
Props are a powerful tool. Clark & Glazer (2004) agree that there is something special
about finding clues in a hidden letterbox. While each lesson plan followed the timeframe of the 8
shield’s model, the storyline, props and location on the land were crucial and it took time to set
an imaginative stage. Nature on its own has the ability to inspire imagination, yet I believe that
imagination is dwindling due to digital games and other sources of entertainment that generate
imagination for the children. I have come to understand that props kindle the possibility of new
imaginative experiences for the children.
As recommended by Creswell (1997) in The Scottish Storyline Method, I invited the
children to be involved in setting the stage. They were given hints and clues as to what might be
to come, yet most of their efforts included choosing a location that would feel like a central place
to come back to, deciding what props and tools to use, and figuring out who would read the
scroll (the quest/instructions). The children were involved on a weekly basis in the setting up of
the Travelling Trade Post each day. This was meant to help them gain ownership and inspire
creative play. Once the first lesson occurred, I found it was easier for me to develop a storyline
that was best suited to these children in this environment and the atmosphere created in
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community. I recognize that every group of children and every place is different, therefore this
will always be an emergent and evolving practice. Young et al. (2010), Creswell (1997) and Van
Matre (1990), and, encourage such planning with extra props and thoughtful preparation so that
the engagement of the children comes from the inside out, not forced upon them from the outside
in.
I decided early on that the theme of the case for my research would be about
‘consumerism’ because of my own interest in educating children on the effects of overt
consumerism with regard to its impact on the future of our health and planet. To enact an
experience that was meant to elicit conversation about consumerism, I arrived on Day 3 with
‘Big Money’ which was in effect “golden coins” that I had made at home to represent currency.
The character that I arrived as, which was a departure from how I had been from the previous
days, was very entrepreneurial, focused and a great need to accomplish great things. It was
presented as an unexpected occurrence, making demands upon the children that required them to
move things, have interviews, count, be accountable, and employ themselves in all kinds of ways
that I was willing to pay them for with large quantities of the currency. The children stepped up
to their roles, seemed very engaged, and some of them sought other ways to make more money.
In hindsight, I couldn’t have set the stage for this without the children already feeling safe in this
place, feeling engaged and inspired. (Clark & Glazer, 2004; Louv, 2005; Sobel, 2004; Van Matre,
1990).
Paying attention to time and gauging ability.
As an experienced facilitator, I was continuously assessing the interest and abilities of the
children throughout the program. Some required direct input and feedback, and others were more
autonomous and could handle leadership with comments such as ‘good question’ and ‘I’ll let you
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think on that.’ The Figure 7 diagram presented in the research design section of this thesis
displays a series of cycles that demonstrates both the learning path of the children and the
facilitator. Some children required extra support and repetition, while others may have only
needed a few guiding questions to instigate action. For example, “The Engineer” in this group
seemed to stand back and observe, appearing to be disengaged. Yet, I later discovered that he was
independently scheming all along, and although he seemed somewhat detached and alone, he
finally asked for volunteers to help him build a bridge to create access to a new piece of land.
This illuminated, for me, the importance of giving him just enough time without intervention
(despite the story I made up about his disengagement) to allow him to keep growing and
scheming on his own once we had spoken. It became clear to me that my role as a pollinating
facilitator captured this moment by investing in his idea, offering scant feedback and learned
enough to stand back and allow “The Engineer” to self-direct and guide his own learning.
Just as Young et al. (2010) and Clark & Glazer (2004), Sobel (2004) and Louv (2005)
encourage a sense of discovery, this approach verified the relevance of autonomic and
collaborative learning. Al-Arishi (2000), Brown & Campione (1994), Dewey (1929), Overholser
(2011), Bruner (1961) and Westbroek & Driel, (2014) bring to light the effects of allowing
children to experience discovery-style learning, an approach that lends itself to nature-based
programs.
After a significant literature review and this case study exploration, as a facilitator I lean
more toward the Guided Discovery Learning approach due to its supportive nature, and
particularly how it can enhance the growth of the children both autonomously (on their own) and
collaboratively (with others). For example, in the The Engineer’s building of the bridge, he was
inspired to learn for himself and lead autonomously while hiring and training other children to
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join in on his vision productively and collaboratively. Where the Hummingbird Approach
enhanced his learning was through the pollination of questions at appropriate times while not
providing ready answers, but allowing him to feel supported in coming to his own conclusions
and outcomes. I am coming to understand that Guided Discovery Learning and the Hummingbird
Approach are truly complementary.
Just as Louv (2005), Young et al. (2010), Bruner (1961), Dewey (1929), Overholser
(2011), Clark & Glazer (2004) and McGonigle (2011) suggest, by providing children with just
the right questions or information at just the right time, one can generate full participation,
independent thinking, and engagement. Louv (2005) and Young et al. (2010) encourage these
types of activities in nature, where Bruner (1961), Dewey (1929) and Overholser (2011) are
more focused on the experiential and discovery learning experience itself.
Clark & Glazer (2004) Cassie (2016) and McGonigle (2011) relate intrinsic motivational
learning more to the digital game-like environment. I had hoped that I could, with this case
study, re-create the kind of intensity of engagement that video-game play has for children, but
with nature-based learning and real-life interactions off-screen instead. It appears that these
children were no less engaged in their play, and in fact, perhaps they were more healthily
engaged with themselves, each other, nature, and the development of their own characters
through creative problem-solving, overcoming challenges, prop making and creating stories to
tell and enact.
The Hummingbird Approach
At the start of this research, I did not have a name for how I facilitated the program.
Since then, based on feedback from friends, mentors, participants, nature herself, the children in
the research and the results, the Hummingbird Approach has become the description I use to
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identify the traits and characteristics of effective facilitation as experienced in the Wild Craft
Play program.
At a conference that I attended in November, 2016 by the Child Development Centre in
Nanaimo, one of the facilitators presented the concept “Hummingbird Parenting” (D. Segal
personal communication, Nov 23, 2016). This was suggested as an alternative approach to
Helicopter Parenting. Helicopter parenting is somewhat of a derogatory term used to describe a
parenting technique that includes the hovering parent making decisions moment to moment on
behalf of their child, thus hindering the child’s own ability to problem solve in the present and in
the future (Padilla-Walker & Nelson, 2012). From that description, Hummingbird Parenting was
an alternative that Segal shared, in reference to Louv’s blog posted on March 10, 2014 on the
Child & Nature Network (R. Louv, 2014, Mar 10).
It has become apparent that the characteristics of Hummingbird Parenting are similar to
some of the effective approaches identified in Wild Craft Play. To follow through with the bird
metaphor, Wild Craft Play is the time where we need to let our fledglings (students/children)
leave the nest, allowing them to fall, make mistakes and learn by doing. Rather than hovering
over the children, trying to protect them from injury or getting into arguments, or answering their
questions for them, I posit that the Hummingbird Approach displays hummingbird-like
techniques delivered just at the right moment, injecting just the right nectar (cues, inquiry,
storylines) for the children in order to ignite curiosity, instigate growth and achieve higher levels
of learning.
Building on Young et al.’s (2010) techniques of questioning, storytelling, and allowing
the children to have their own experiences, this approach takes that effort one step further
leaving the children with open-ended invitations through statements such as “Good question”
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and, “Really?” and leading them with “What happens next?” kind of questions. Children
understand this as an invitation for them to take up their own learning, which sparks a keen
interest for them to follow that through and lead the way. By not providing the answers, facts or
information, some children do get frustrated and want the answer spoon fed to them (likely a
product of their upbringing and our consumerist culture). However, without a ready answer from
an adult this allows them to discover for themselves their own capabilities and develop
competencies of character. Many times I have had to be strong and refuse a frustrated child’s
question yet by resisting that urge, I believe that I have been in greater service to the child’s
learning overall. Similarly, it may seem brutal in the hummingbird world that the mom leaves her
fledgling at three days, yet I have come to understand this approach is sometimes difficult but
necessary for the baby hummingbird to learn by doing and learn to fly on their own. Of course, I
have never left the children completely alone in any sense!
Wild Craft Play facilitation uses a positive presence, much like the one depicted by the
Disney character Mary Poppins (1964). The facilitator plays a mystical character role, staying
positive in tone, enthusiasm, using encouraging words and endless patience. This facilitative
approach consists of focused listening, reflective questioning, provides information or resources
only when necessary, and uses dramatic storytelling to emphasize the learning. What this
program borrows from the video-game-like environment, are props placed in nature that intrigue,
just as a digital game would, that appear progressively throughout the game. Whether it is a
snail-mailbox in a tree, or gold coins hidden under a bridge, the environment is enriched with a
sense of wonder.
Wild Craft Play uses a more emergent facilitation approach within the experience of
learning by doing. There is the sequential structure of the 8 Shields Model (8 Shields Institute,
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2013) that determines the amount of time spent on what kind of activity, and the mechanics of
essential game design producing the kind of activity which feels like playing a digital game in
real-life. The implementation of physical activity and problem solving, along with having to
deal with the awkwardness of interacting with peers and their emotions, all occurs in a naturebased setting. Another strategy that is similar to the Scottish Storyline Method, and Questing is
that there are only a few essential props required to place in nature prior to each activity, which
takes time and thoughtfulness to ensure that the meaning of the quest written is designed to
increase the flow of the activity and therefore engagement. With Questing comes the mechanics
of the game-design that allows for long-term continuation within the same context of an
economy, a world, or a story. Props include things like; the snail mailbox (Figure 2), the bank of
gold coins and its record book, and a plethora of mystical containers filled with options of
resources, tools and objects that can be used to inspire, motivate and focus, yet are only used
when the children inquire about them.
In August, 2016, I attended a vision quest with guides Wes Gietz and Corinna Stevenson.
On a three-month journey of self-discovery, in the midst of my research, I was drawn to find a
deeper understanding of what made this approach so engaging. At the vision quest, I asked Wes
and Corinna to give me a medicine name, and within a very short period of time, the name was
gifted to me, “Hummingbird” (W. Gietz & C. Stevenson personal communication, Aug 11,
2016). Since that day, I have uncovered more layers of understanding of the nature of what it is
that I do as a facilitator that engages children so much in this Hummingbird way. Although I
have uncovered many layers, there are still some natural and magical aspects that cannot be
defined. Just as the Hummingbird pollinates by hovering near the flowers and injecting the right
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amount of pollen at the right time to inspire growth in a way that is in-tune with nature, this is
the pattern of facilitation I continually apprentice myself to.
I wonder, with all of the reforms we have experienced in education, if some of wise
lessons learned from the traditional cultures, plus the great works of the early theorists like
Dewey, Piaget and Montessori who knew what it takes to foster the love of learning for the
children, have been lost.
Recommendations
In addition to the techniques found within the research, there are other important aspects
found within Wild Craft Play that are recommended here.
Set-up.
As previously mentioned in the Discussion section, setting the stage is key. Similar to
Montessori’s theory of setting the stage (1949) it is critical that props and costumes and a
storyline are already in place before the story arrives. Props and costumes can come and go
based on the interest of the children, yet these things absolutely ignite and spark the imagination,
elevating the learning. In order to set an effective stage, the facilitator must do substantial prework, and in my case, stand in that natural environment and imagine what type of story or play
might build on the previous day’s events helped me to strategically leave a message in a bottle,
or a curious object that might increase inquiry and naturally segue from the day before. For
instance, I came to understand that the two main props that are almost always necessary in Wild
Craft Play were the Snail mailbox, in the same spot, and having those large gold coins and bank
book handy. So my recommendations are to have rich and handy props, continuity with the
props, and yet enough leeway that something mysterious can always happen.
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Remain in character.
I realized that when I broke from character to put on my teacher hat, that many of the
enchanting qualities of playing a role and being a part of the story with the children somehow
lessened. From this I learned that it was essential that I stay in character during Wild Craft Play
and that the children do too, in order to create more magic realism in each session.
Allow flexibility of time.
After my experiences, I can strongly recommend using the 8 shields model framework
(Young et al., 2010) with a healthy dose of intuition around the necessity of being flexible within
the plan, based on feedback from the children. This framework and knowledge will allow the
ability to monitor and maintain high levels of engagement. Also allowing for some flexibility
from the plan supports child-lead experiences part of the time, leaving the child with a sense of
wholeness, fulfillment and completion.
Ensure the storyline has a beginning, middle and end.
It is not necessary that every storyline needs to be completed within one day, however
having an over-arching storyline that allows a crescendo, then a release through to completion
will also leave the children with a sense of wholeness. It is not advisable to leave anything
hanging, as that could create undue anxiety and stress. Each day if the story is not fully complete,
there needs to be some sort of temporary closure, with the final completion of the whole story at
the end of Wild Craft Play.
Live the story.
Rather than turning the children into “storytellers”, by allowing them to become their
own story-crafters and let the story unfold as a group, I could see full engagement. I learned on
Day 4 that the children would rather do the play than talk about it. By being a Hummingbird
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facilitator that pollinated the story as the natural adventure unfolded, the children were living the
story and therefore absorbed it in a more visceral way, and I got the sense made it much more
memorable for them.
Positive presence.
One refer to this as the Mary Poppins (1964) approach of “just a spoon full of sugar lets
the medicine go down” (the medicine in this case being life-lessons of learning that are
sweetened by Wild Craft Play) yet, I have come to recognize that a positive presence is
foundational. To be able to join in the joy and bring lightness and laughter to the space whenever
possible is part of the prescription of the Hummingbird.
Empathize and let go.
At times, the Hummingbird Approach is more about letting go, resisting the need to
solve, fix or interject, witnessing one’s own interference in the learning experience, and allowing
the children to take time in their learning. It is about detaching from that perception of “being
right” or being a “know-it-all” and instead it is about resisting control. This container that is
made when one refrains from controlling children allows freedom, autonomy, creativity and
awareness to flow. This is more about gentle guidance than instruction, educing the children’s
own “powers” as Dewey so eloquently stated. So although an objective is to be positive, and
encourage positive behavior, when a child reaches a state of frustration, disappointment or fear,
these are the moments that we as facilitators need to have empathy, bear witness, allow the child
to be seen and heard, and let go of further information. When a child says “what am I supposed
to do now?” I often say “Good Question…” then I wait. Or if they say “I don’t get it” I say
“Oh.” with an uplifting tone, eyebrows raised, and then sit near them and look at them, or look
with them, at their level, as if I am their conscience anxiously waiting for them to motivate
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themselves, without saying things like “what do you want to do about it?” or “Why not?” It is in
this way that I empathize with them, yet resist the need to pull them out of this not so positive
place.
For the love of mystery.
From my years of facilitating, I have realized that children crave mystery. One of the
ways I achieve this begins with the first question of the day, where a child might ask “what are
we doing today?” I would respond, (eyes looking up toward the sky) “I’m not sure… but perhaps
you will need your hockey stick…” in this way, I have left a cookie crumb trail of what might be
possible without telling them what to expect. This begins to get their imaginations charging.
Further to that, wonderful props found at the thrift store can be augmented with a little paint or
an insignia related to the story become enticing to a child and they get hooked. Once they begin
an identification process with their characters and their props, the facilitator does not have to
further influence. Who didn’t love dress up, especially with unusual props in a wild setting? The
world offers itself to the children’s imagination, and they take that invitation up naturally.
Autonomy and cooperation.
Children crave choice, independence and autonomy. I see it as the facilitator’s job to
encourage collaboration, cooperation, group mindedness and compassion. While children really
need the freedom to express themselves individually, there is much to be learned as they work,
craft and play within the dynamic tensions of the group. By providing both types of learning
Wild Craft Play allows for a kind of both/and experience.
Seek support.
It seems to me that there is not nearly enough support in place for teachers who aim to
give children effective and memorable experiences in nature. With more support, teachers,
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leaders and parents would have the means to explore more adventurous experiences that build
trust in the children and ignite a spark of imagination and joy, a sense of responsibility and care
that possibly hold implications for positive future choices in life.
I also believe that teachers and leaders are somewhat ill prepared for the responsibilities
that nature-based learning entails because more than just the physical act of going outside
required for this type of learning, there are skills required that go far beyond the classroom
setting. For a teacher who has many other responsibilities and administrative requirements to
tend to, components such as adding appropriate insurance, recognizing the potential of risky
play, trip planning, prop gathering, transportation, hauling, set-up and tear down, and general
safety awareness may exceed their capacity. This is where teaching and guiding meet. It is
important to have teaching skills yet still allow the children to be guided in their own discovery.
While there are training manuals for guiding skills, this meld of teaching/guiding takes years of
certification, experience, trial and error and development of trust, along with a wealth of
intuition. Developing trust means seeking out others to help and to co-create with (outdoor
guides, outdoor educators, adventure therapists, other teachers, experienced administrators) for
support, which can be very helpful and confidence boosting. The invitation to be a nature-based
facilitator is daunting to many (considering how much extra effort is involved), and yet the
benefits clearly out-weigh the risks especially when you see children making their own
discoveries and meaning toward a higher level of understanding. I recommend adopting a videoethnographic approach to self-assess and further the understanding of one’s own approach, much
like any athlete or performer would who wants to improve their technique or style through
observation.
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There is something to be said about choosing to reflect on one’s own behavior, in order to
improve the experience for all involved. Rather than being disheartened by criticism or selfdoubt, I believe that video-ethnography is a great tool for self-assessment, worthy of adopting as
an educator. I anticipate that this tool could be a challenge for many, as reflecting on one’s own
practice with a video camera in front of you may feel daunting, yet given the current system of
working as independent teachers, leaders and parents, this may an effective source of feedback to
provide a clear reflection of what happened.
One of the main reasons that I believe in video-ethnography as a self-assessment tool is
because I am a performer and when I want to improve my technique, I video-record myself to get
a different perspective. As a dancer, it is helpful to see what the audience might see, and make
adequate adjustments to improve my “game” before the performance. I believe that we, as
teachers, program leaders, and parents, may benefit from considering multiple avenues of selfreflection. It is almost comical to witness one’s own mistakes especially if one can get over the
fear of “doing something wrong” and find the joy in knowing that self-improvement will
improve the quality of life for others, particularly the children.
Finally, I return once again to my original questions, which are: What facilitation
techniques were most effective in positively engaging child in nature-based programs? And once
these techniques or principles were identified, what is the potential for replication and training of
other environmental educators and facilitators? In summation this case study and the subsequent
writing of this research has been profoundly educative for me. Lessons learned include items that
hold importance to the success of this kind of facilitation such as: setting the stage, remaining in
character (paying attention both facilitator and children), allowing flexibility of time (gauging
how little or how much of something we need ‘the field of experience for the children’), ensuring
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the story has a beginning, middle and end, the importance of living the story, maintaining a
positive presence, leveraging the fact that children love mystery, and encouraging teachers and
leaders to seek support. I believe that these techniques warrant implementation for nature-based
education for children and I intend on sharing them in future workshops for teachers and
facilitators and in-so doing, deepen my own understanding and skills further. I believe that I have
answered these questions, yet in order to teach what I have learned, I will need to further create a
video oriented training manual over time to be more widely shared as a resource.
Next Steps
The Hummingbird Approach: A Case Study of Guided Discovery Learning for Children in
Nature will be shared with the Salt Spring Centre School faculty as well as other researchers and
some parents who have shown interest. Since this study was designed with 10 children over
seven weeks, perhaps a next step in evaluating Wild Craft Play as an effective program for larger
classroom application and Hummingbird Approach as an effective facilitation technique for
elementary teachers, is to host a similar study in the public school system with up to 30 children
over a longer period of time, incorporating lessons learned from this study. For now, I hope to
share Wild Craft Play with teachers, program leaders and provide them with some of the supports
they might need to take up the invitation to take their classes into nature in wildly creative and
storied ways, and to begin where they are most comfortable in beginning.
I hope that I can share this approach further by presenting these findings at conferences,
workshops and training seminars in support of those that require more knowledge of naturebased play and effective facilitation techniques. While this may be the end of my case study, this
is really only the beginning of my developing the Hummingbird Approach further as an
environmental educator and communicator passionate about the future of our earthly home and
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its young inhabitants. I intend to continue to learn from it and about it, work with it, and teach it,
as it has become a strong piece of my own identity. While this degree will be complete, I am
sensing that I am becoming a master of my own adventure, living in the exploration of
embodying what Hummingbird herself might bring for the world, with hopes to continue to
inspire and continue to be inspired by the children I serve.
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Appendix A: Parental Permission and Waivers for the Saltspring Centre School
Dear Parents/Caregivers,
For the duration of the research (April 2015-June 2015), lead by student Jamie Black, from Royal Roads University, there
will be times that require permission from parents and guardians for things such as outings, permission to take
photographs of children for marketing, presentations, publications in paper and online. Please fill in the form below
indicating whether or not you would like your child to take part.
I, ________________________, being the parent/guardian for ____________, hereby advise the researcher, and Saltspring
Centre School of the following:
I permit the researcher to take my child/ren on outings throughout Saltspring Island

Yes

No

I permit the researcher to take photos and video of my child/ren for the duration of the research and publish on her
website: www.wildcraftplay.com

Yes

No

I permit the researcher to use photos and videos of my child/ren and publish in well known social media sites, specifically:
Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and Pinterest

Yes

No

I permit the researcher to use photos and videos of my child/ren in a training manual video tutorial for Wild Craft Play
Yes

No

I permit the researcher to use photos and videos of my child/ren in public presentations

Yes

No

I permit the researcher to use photos and videos of my child/ren for the creation of a commercial
Yes

No

I also understand that by signing below, I agree to indemnify and save harmless the researcher, Royal Roads University,
and Saltspring Centre School staff, volunteers and students from and against any and all claims for liability issues that
may arise.
Print Parent/Guardian Name: ________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian: ____________________________________________
Date: __________________________________________
Please return this as soon as possible, and let us know if you have any questions
Jamie Black
145 Shepherd Hill Rd
Saltspring Island
V8K 2H8
250-931-2003
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Form
Jamie Black
145 Shepherd Hill Rd
Saltspring Island BC
V8K 2H8

April 15, 2015
Dear Parent/Legal Guardian,
Your child, along with all of the other children in Ms. Kate Richer’s Owls class, are invited to participate in
research I am conducting on the Wild Craft Play program. This research is about finding out what
motivates children in digital games compared to nature-based games. This is an opportunity for your
son/daughter to provide meaningful feedback about the program that will lead to program improvements
for future years. I am doing this research as part of my Master’s degree at Royal Roads University.
Your son/daughter’s participation in this research would involve participating in a pre-interview, and a
weekly survey session at the end of each Friday programs. This program will be for 1.5-2 hours on Friday
mornings located in the classroom, and in local outdoor play spaces. The survey should take no longer
than 5 minutes per child, there will be between 8 and 11 children participating. In the beginning week, the
participants will play digital games for 30-40 minutes, then will be surveyed. Then, on Fridays they will
have nature-based activities which the children will experience randomized surveys throughout. The Wild
Craft Play programs on the Friday will progress from a basic awareness of nature into outdoor adventures
that will include an overnight trip to Horne Lake Regional Park. The research will also involve being video
recorded for the duration of the programs. As Wild Craft Play is a new program, the survey and
videography for this research will take place during school hours Fridays from 8:45-10:45am.
The following consent form outlines the purpose and design of the study, the role expected of your child,
possible benefits and risks, and issues of confidentiality and concern. Taking part in this study is entirely
voluntary, and your son/daughter may leave the study at any time without consequence. If you choose to
participate and later decide to change your mind, you can say no and stop the research at any time. Your
decision to participate or not participate in this study will not affect your success at school (example:
grades). You can withdraw previous data from the study up until July 1st, 2015.
Children in the program are able to participate in the program without being a part of the research. If you
agree to having your child participate, please have them bring the signed signature form to Kate Richer at
the school. We ask that the form be signed by both the child and their parent/guardian. If you have any
questions or concerns, please contact the researcher. Your consideration and participation are sincerely
appreciated.
If you have any questions about the program or research, please feel free to contact my Academic
Supervisor (see next page) or my Committee Member Rick Kool.
Rick.Kool@royalroads.ca
Masters of Arts in Environmental Education and Communication
Royal Roads University
2005 Sooke Rd.
Victoria, BC V9B 5Y2
250-391-2511
Thank you very much,
Jamie Black
Masters of Arts in Environmental Education and Communication
Royal Roads University
Tel: (250) 927-7923
soleadventure@gmail.com
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Research Project Description
Learning Through Adventure and Discovery: How Might Video Games Inform Nature Based Play and Environmental Education?

Principal Researcher

Academic Advisor

Jamie Black
Master of Arts in Environmental Education and Communication
145 Shepherd Hill Rd
Saltspring Island, BC
V8K 2H8
Tel: (250) 931-2003
E-mail: soleadventure@gmail.com

Alan Warner, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Community Development
550 Main St., Acadia University
Wolfville NS B4P 2R6
Tel. (902) 585-1562
E-mail: alan.warner@acadiau.ca

Dear Wild Craft Play participants (and your Parent/Legal Guardian),

Introduction
You, and all of the other students at Saltspring Centre School, are invited to take part in a study of the Wild Craft Play
program. This research is about finding out what engages you in digital games and in nature games. This is an opportunity
for you to provide meaningful feedback about the program that will hopefully make it a better program in the future. I am
doing this research as part of my Master’s thesis at Royal Roads University. Taking part in this study is voluntary, and you
may leave the study at any time or refuse to answer any questions you do not want to answer. Your decision to participate
or not participate in this study will not affect your success at school or in the program (example: grade) because Wild Craft
Play is an extra program being offered.
If you choose to participate, there will be a single session of 30 minutes playing a digital game in the beginning, then multiple
days playing a nature-based game series over a course of 8 weeks. You will be asked to do a short survey with the
researcher after each activity. You will be video recorded the entire time as well. The study is described below. This
description tells you about what you will be asked to do, possible benefits and risks and issues of confidentiality. All children
age 9-11 will be involved in this research, any other student that is not participating in the study are not required to do the
survey, and will not be video recorded as much.
I will collect data in two ways: survey questions and video recording.
1) You will be asked questions by one of the leaders at the end of each program which is approximately 5 questions long. A
visual aid will be used to help make a quick and clear answer. There will be questions like “What were you doing when you
were stopped? Did you enjoy the experience?”
2) While being video recorded, I ask that you pretend that the video recorder isn’t there, and to be yourself. At first I
recognize that it takes some time getting used to, but the intention is to truly capture your natural responses to the games.

Confidentiality
Confidentiality will be respected. Your name will not be associated with anything you write or say during this research,
without your specific consent. After the survey questions are collected, your name will be removed and replaced with a
number. After the interviews and discussion, the recordings will be transcribed onto paper and your name will be replaced by
a number. I will transcribe the recordings word-for-word, or I will designate someone to do this who has signed a
confidentiality agreement. Names and schools will NOT be associated with quotations or examples, and participants will
NOT be identified in any report, publication or presentation without specific consent. You will have an opportunity to read the
transcripts of your interviews, and withdraw permission for me to use what you’ve said before any of your words are
published.
The photos and video taken during my observations will be used within the study group (shown to my research committee,
(Drs. Alan Warner and Rick Kool), along with Lisa Frey, principal from Departure Bay Eco-Elementary School) and Kate
Richer, teacher at Saltspring Centre School. This is to ensure that the research is creating the best opportunity for valuable
data and accurate analysis. In the case that I wish to use the photos outside of the study (for presentations or publications) I
must receive consent from you and your parent/guardian once I have produced that footage. There is a separate section on
the consent form below for this.
All data, including audio/video files, transcripts, field notes, photos, and survey question results will be kept in a locking filing
cabinet. Only my research advisors and I will have access to this data. If you reveal information about child abuse, risk of
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harm to yourself or others, I (Jamie Black) am required by law, to report this information and your identity to the appropriate
authorities.

Participation
Taking part in this study is voluntary, and you may leave the study at any time or refuse to answer any questions you do not
want to answer. If you choose to participate and later decide to change your mind, you can say no and stop the research at
any time. Your decision to participate or not participate in this study will not affect your success at school (example: grades).
You can withdraw previous data from the study up until four weeks after the completion of the program.

Publication
The final report of this research may be used for professional presentations or publications such as articles in an anonymous
form. If you would like a copy of the results of this study, please feel free to contact me at the above telephone number.
Upon completion, a copy of the study will also be available at your school. If you sign the second consent below for picture
and video release, material may be used for a future training video and manual. You may agree to participate in and
contribute information to the research and still refuse to have any pictures or video released of you at any time (simply do
not sign the second consent for release of photos and video).

Questions
If you have any questions about this study at any time, please contact me Jamie Black by phoning (250) 931-2003, or by
e-mail at soleadventure@gmail.com.

Informed Consent Form- please return to Jamie Black (principal researcher)
I have read the explanation about this study. I have been given the opportunity to discuss it and my questions have been
answered to my satisfaction. I hereby consent for my child _______________________to take part in this study and
have his/her questionnaires and experiences video recorded. I also consent to having photographs of my child used
within the study in a confidential manner as described above. I realize that my child’s participation is COMPLETELY
VOLUNTARY. I understand that my child is free to withdraw from the study at any time, and I am free to refuse to
answer any questions.
Participant’s Full name (please print): _________________________________________________
Participant’s full signature: ________________________________________________
Date: ________________________________________________
Parent/Legal Guardian’s Full name (please print): ________________________________________________
Full signature: _________________________________________________
Date: _________________________________________________
Phone Number: _________________________________________________
Mailing Address: _________________________________________________________________________

Consent for Public Use of Photos and Video Images
This is to certify that I, _________________________________ (print name) agree to give permission to the principal
researcher to use my photos and video images in public presentations, training manuals and articles describing the research
project as well as any future promotions for Wild Craft Play Programs. I understand that I will not be paid for the use of these
photos. Your name will not be printed in association with the photo(s) or videos.
Participant’s signature: _________________________________________________

Date: _________________

Parent/Legal Guardian’s signature: _______________________________________

Date: _________________
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Appendix C: Letter to Saltspring Centre School Principal
Dear Carol Bremner,
Hello. My name is Jamie Black and I am a student in my Masters of Arts in Environmental Education and Communication at
Royal Roads University. My thesis research is about the engagement of children ages 9-11 in Learning through Adventure
and Discovery: How might Video Games inform Nature Based Play and Environmental Education? I understand that
Ms. Kate Richer is interested in my research and would like to host it for her Owls class on Fridays from 8:45-10:45am from
April until the end of June, 2015. I wanted to ensure that you were aware of this study, and that I have your permission to
conduct this research in the indoor spaces, namely Ms. Richer’s classroom, the computer lab, and the outdoor areas near
the school. The program will be run in the school and on school grounds, which will have a video recorder each day. There
is consent permission from parents to record only the children who are participating in the research. If there are any
concerns from parents, please have them contact me directly for more information. Nobody will be video recorded who is not
involved in the specific program and research.
I will be obtaining informed consent from parents and guardians in Ms. Richer’s class. This research project has been
approved by the Royal Roads University Research Board.
If you have any questions or hesitations about me coming into the school during school hours, please contact me.
Otherwise, I will look forward to meeting you, and thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Jamie Black

Principal Researcher

Advisor

Jamie Black
Master of Arts in Environmental Education and Communication
145 Shepherd Hill Rd.
Saltspring Island, BC
V8K 2H8
E-mail: soleadventure@gmail.com

Alan Warner, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Community Development
550 Main St., Acadia University
Wolfville NS B4P 2R6
Tel. (902) 585-1562
E-mail: alan.warner@acadiau.ca
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Appendix D: Inquiry Team Privacy Agreement
Inquiry Team Privacy Agreement
for Transcription of Services
I, ____________________________________, supporting researcher and transcriptionist, agree to maintain full
confidentiality in regards to any and all audio, visual and documentation received from Jamie Black (principal
researcher) related to her graduate study on the Learning Through Adventure and Discovery: How Might Video
Games Inform Nature Based Play and Environmental Education?
Furthermore, I agree:

1. To hold in strictest confidence the identification of any individual that may be inadvertently
revealed during the transcription of audio-recorded interviews, or in any associated documents;
2. To not make copies of any audio-recordings or computerized files of the transcribed interview
texts, unless specifically requested to do so by Jamie Black;
3. To store all study-related audiotapes and materials in a safe, secure location as long as they are
in my possession;
4. To return all audio-recordings and study-related documents to Jamie Black in a complete and
timely manner.
5. To delete all electronic files containing study-related documents from my computer hard drive and
any backup devices.
I am aware that I can be held legally liable for any breach of this confidentiality agreement, and for any harm incurred
by individuals if I disclose identifiable information contained in the audiotapes and/or files to which I will have access.

Transcriber’s name (printed) _____________________________________________________
Transcriber’s signature__________________________________________________________
Date ___________________________

Principal Researcher’s name (printed) _______________________________________________
Principal Researcher’s signature____________________________________________________
Date ___________________________

Appendix E: Data Analysis Tables

5

5

Each day consisted of a two-hour session from 8:45am until 10:45am. To simplify the time calculations for my data analysis, I had to adjust the

timeframes from 8:45 to 9:00am and 10:45am to 11:00am (you will notice this in the lesson plan below).
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Appendix F: Lesson Plans
Lesson Plan Day 3 Wild Craft Play “Teaching Consumerism”

Shield
Northeast
- Open

Drtn
10
min

Activity
Tell the story of Big Money and
that you need their help.

Child Response
Children were listening, paying attention, wide-eyed and
eager to see what was in the mailbox.

My response
I remained in character and mysterious intentionally.

East –
Inspire

15
min

Let them find the scrolls in the
snailbox and read aloud. Host
interviews.

Children listened to the posting, and most of the boys were
keen to take action and be interviewed. The girls seemed
less interested at first. There seemed to be true ownership
of their role during the interviews, coming up with creative
story on the spot about themselves as a character.

When they read, I did not interrupt, as the boy reading was
skilled at this role. When doing the interviews, I allowed the
teacher to do this, and I kept organizing the items, pretending
to ignore their responses.

Southeast
– Activate

10
min

Discuss the roles, what it means
to be an investor, investing, the
money, and how to delegate.
Hire only some of the children
for the roles.

When explaining the different roles, the children seemed
interested and some, more than others wanted to be
chosen. There were a few children who seemed
disinterested, or maybe analyzing the situation.

I answered their questions, and remained in character being
somewhat pushy, dramatic and wealthy. I used some guided
questioning, and it seemed to eat up more time which was
somewhat unnecessary.

South –
Focus

30
min

Help them get set up, and spend
more time focusing one-on-one
with them providing
information and resources to
achieve their tasks.

All children, except one, dove into the job of setting up the
Travelling Trade Post. Children took leadership and
direction well, they began to own the space and the
resources. It was easier to talk one-on-one with the kids to
further engage.

I was hands on with the scouts to get them activated, using old
fashion props and survival kit tools. They seemed to want to
be independent, which caused me to leave them to their own
devices. They had great questions, and some I would give
direct facts and information, others I would use a more guided
discovery approach to encourage their own learning.

Southwest
- Take a
Break
West Gather
and Share

30
min

Give them time to take a break.

This did not happen.

No comment.

20
min

Gather around and share the
stories of the day.

They seemed keen to share, and wanted others to know
what they had accomplished. We didn't allow for enough
time for this.

Northwest
- Reflect

5
min

Give them time to connect with
each other and talk about the
day, maybe write in their
journals.

This did not happen.

I realized too late that we were running out of time. They
seemed keen about sharing, and I was eager to hear their
stories, and yet, I just tried to get out of their way, and keep
the peace.
No comment.

North Integration

3
min

Leave a question or weave a
story to leave them thinking.

This did not happen.

No comment.
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Northeast
– Close

2
min

End with a renewed yip of
thanks for the time of fun and
learning

This kind of happened with the "End Clap." THEN
AFTERWARD, 2 kids mentioned their "Worry about
inflation” I asked them if we could start the day with this
next time and they said yes.

111
I was astonished about the response of the worry of inflation.
This was the objective of the day, and it happened. I was
ecstatic!

Lesson Plan Day 4 Wild Craft Play “Teaching Consumerism”
May 22th, 2015
Shield
Northeast
- Open

Drtn
10 min

Activity
Started with a sit spot for
3 minutes - silence to recall what we remembered
from 2 weeks prior.

Child Response
All children sat in silence, willingly.

My Response
I thought this is what Coyote's guide meant by "listening" after having
done this, I don't think that was a good time to host it. The kids were
shining with excitement before we did this, and then they seemed
somewhat dulled.

East –
Inspire

15 min

Sit and talk about what
we remember.

They brought up their worry about inflation right away.
Most were participating and interested.

Southeast
– Activate

10 min

Ask children about their
concerns regarding
inflation, mention
consumerism. Go over
the Survival Kit, discuss
what they are good for,
and how we could use
them when we go on an
adventure.

This ended up taking WAY longer than I had
anticipated. Although there were a few disinterested
children, there were also a few children keen to
continue talking. The approach I used for sharing
stories, then teaching about the survival kit was not
very engaging at all. I could sense the agitation within
the group.

South –
Focus

30 min

Go into the forest and
explore.

The group divided and there wasn't very much time for
this.

I was thrilled to have them bring this up, and I approached them with
questions in a way that seemed more like I didn't know what I was
talking about, or from a more curious place, rather than knowing where
I wanted them to get to (and yet I knew).
I didn't have to spark the conversation, and yet I guided them to bring
up the word consumerism. Most of the children were engaged, and I
was excited to learn more about what they knew. Rather than
remaining in my role as the storyteller, I became more interested as the
researcher, which I think caused boredom for some. I also took WAY
longer than intended, once I opened up the survival kit and went
through every aspect. I was interested to find that they all perked up
when we talked about knives.
I was also wanting every child to be heard, because not all children were
heard at the end of storytelling last time, and yet, in hind-sight, it took
way too much time.
This was not very well planned, the videographer lost the adventuring
kids, and I ended up staying with the girls who were crafting. The
adventurers were seeking new land, and a couple boys got stung pretty
bad with stinging nettles. If I was travelling with the adventurers, I
would have used guided discovery to help find the cure. I also found
sitting with the girls that they were there and interested, but not very
excited. The adventurers seemed very excited. Yipping and yelling,
thrashing through the bush.
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Southwest
- Take a
Break

30 min

Give them time to take a
break.

The children seemed to take their own break by
ignoring my request to gather and tell stories.

I was using an inquiry approach to get them to come together saying
things like "do you guys want to come together now?" rather than
dictating what had to happen. It was nearly 15 minutes of a lack of
response that I called - Them taking their own break.

West Gather
and Share

20 min

Gather around and share
the stories of the day.

we started late (when we were supposed to finish), and
the kids finally got excited about sharing stories.

Northwest
- Reflect

5 min

Give them time to
connect with each other
and talk about the day,
maybe write in their
journals.

This did not happen.

We finally started telling stories after we were supposed to be done. I
was excited about all of their excitement, and yet felt rushed to try to
capture it, and ensure that they were heard. This was frustrating and
seemed very disorganized.
No comment.

North Integration

3 min

Leave a question or
weave a story to leave
them thinking.

This did not happen.

No comment.

Northeast
– Close

2 min

End with a renewed yip of
thanks for the time of fun
and learning.

This did not happen.

No comment.

Lesson Plan Day 5 Wild Craft Play “Teaching Consumerism”
Shield
Northeast
- Open

Drtn
10
min

Activity
Arrive in a costume, with
props and excited to go
on an adventure.

Results
They seemed eager to play the game, wearing
improved costumes, with more children in
costumes.

My reaction
They were interested in what I was wearing, and seemed a bit less excited
about what was up. I remained in character, and we walked right away to
where the snailbox usually is.

East –
Inspire

15
min

Nothing was set up, not
even the snailbox.

They seemed disappointed that the snailbox was
not set up, and there wasn't a quest to retrieve, but
then got over it.

I asked them if they needed the trade post, or the snailbox. In response to
their disappointment, I asked what else could be done with a snailbox? Like
what kind of mail could we send. They didn't seem very interested.

Southeast
- Activate

10
min

Discussed requirements
of the group, had to stay
together, how would we
do that as a group.

The girls really wanted to stay and craft items at the
Travelling Trade Post. Not necessarily buy and sell,
but craft.

I needed to alter how we played so that I could capture the most activity. I
tried to get them to stay together as a group, but they were adamant about
girls wanting to sit and bead necklaces, and boys wanting to go on an
adventure. The compromise included all adults staying together as one. The
girls set up their supplies so that they were self-sustained while crafting, and
wanted to be able to hire each other to do work. The boys just wanted to go
exploring and show me more things with the land.
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South –
Focus

30
min

Go into the forest and
explore.

Southwest
- Take a
Break
West Gather
and Share

30
min

Give them time to take a
break.

20
min

Northwest
- Reflect

5 min

North Integration

3 min

Northeast
– Close

2 min
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The group divided. We discussed for quite a while
about how we were going to ensure the safety, and
capture the videos of both groups. Finally, we came
to a solution of all adults going with the boys, then
coming back to check on the girls after a while of
exploring. It was fascinating how adamant the girls
were about making necklaces out of beads. It was
also fascinating that when it was time to leave from
where the boys were, that 3 of the boys stayed, and
ended up getting bored at the end and came back
anyway.
This was not communicated, and yet there was a
relaxed time before story.

I was super enthusiastic with what they had found and what they called it, the
stories that came from them was exciting, and I remained in a place of
curiosity, like a child. We thrashed through to Nemract, and they showed me
an incredible saloon. After a while we stalled at the little stream, and I
brought the girls to their attention, and tried to generate more collaboration,
in-the-moment, coming up with the idea of requesting the girls to make signs
for this land, and generating a pay/trade for their services. This idea was to
bring the two back together again. Demonstrating a sense of community and
need for the group to rely on each other.

Gather around and share
the stories of the day

Storytime was much more organized, and we had
more time to share. They were learning the aspect
of a talking stick, and not talking over each other.

Give them time to
connect with each other
and talk about the day,
maybe write in their
journals.
Leave a question or
weave a story to leave
them thinking.

This did not happen.

The energy was good, and they wanted to have their turns to share. I found it
interesting that there was a request to jump in when others were talking. The
consensus seemed to be that we let the person complete what they were
saying first, but even I wasn't very good at that. While stories were being
told, people were listening, with interest and excitement. It seemed to be a
very successful day
No comment.

This did not happen.

No comment.

End with a renewed yip of
thanks for the time of fun
and learning.

This did not happen.

No comment.

There was a timeframe that seemed more like taking a break, and yet I could
have articulated this better. We did not start sharing on time either.
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Appendix G: Video Coding Template for Inquiry Team

Video 1 Day 3: Recorded Feb 21, 2016
Time Stamp

NARRATIVE

Code

Memo
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Appendix H: Experience Sampling Methods Data Collection and Design (not used in research)
iSurvey Questions and a portion of results

When you
were
stopped,
what were
you
thinking
about?

Did
you
enjoy
what
you
were
doing?

Was this
activity
interesting?

Did
you
feel
like
you
were
good
at it?

Was the
activity
important
to you?

Surveyed
Date

Surveyed
Time

Surveyed
End Date

Character
Name

When you
were
stopped,
what was the
main activity
you were
doing?

5/15/2015

10:29:45
AM

10:32:59
AM

Inventor

Making my
costume

Next time

5

5

5

5

2

7

1

6

3

5/15/2015

10:38:44
AM

10:42:35
AM

Non
Gamer

Finished
packing up

Eating

2

1

5

1

1

3

4

3

5

5/29/2015

10:16:46
AM

10:28:22
AM

Non
Gamer

Un tangling
beads

Finishing

4

2

4

2

4

4

3

3

5

5/29/2015

10:45:13
AM

10:48:15
AM

Inventor

Beading

Finishing it

2

4

4

4

5

6

2

5

3

6/5/2015

9:56:53
AM

10:00:01
AM

Inventor

Making
necklace

Selling it

2

5

4

4

2

6

3

5

3

6/5/2015

10:08:19
AM

10:16:25
AM

Non
Gamer

Remaking a
necklace

Finishing

4

4

4

2

3

2

4

2

3

How
challenging
was it?

When I
was
stopped
I felt
happy

When I
was
stopped
I felt
sad

When I
was
stopped
I felt
excited

When I
was
stopped
I felt
bored
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iSurvey example of emoticon touch-screen design for iPad

[Harvest Your Data Screenshot] Retrieved April 6, 2017 from https://www.getapp.com/marketing-software/a/harvest-your-data/
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Appendix I: Wild Craft Play Storyline (Facilitator’s Notes)
Storyline
Episode
Wk 1:
Set the
stage
(Time Open
and
Inspire)

Key Questions

Possible Activities

What are we doing?
Why would this be a good
place?
What do we need?
Why are we here?

Wk 2:
Unlock the
Travelling
Trade Post
Chest
(Time to
Activate)
Wk 3:
Come into
BIG
MONEY
(Time to
Focus)
Wk 4:
Rich
Community
(Time to
Focus)

How are you going to
keep your money safe?
Do you want to buy your
pouch or make it?
What are all these things?
Don’t you need an Ogre
stench protector?
What are you good at?
Why are you here?
How can you help?
What are you worth?
Who will you hire?

NE: Hook – set the stage with the
Story.
E: Scouting
SE: Questing/Treasure Hunt
S: Discuss pros and cons of a place
SW: Free Play
W: Storytelling & close
(NW & N: Reflect & Integrate at home
each session)
NE: Hook – the Trade Post
E: Scouts and Merchants
SE: Quests & Character Cards
S: Buy, Sell, Trade
SW: Free Play
W: Storytelling & Close

What have you
discovered?
What are you doing?
Why are you doing it?
Who are you? What is

NE: Hook – My character
E: Interviews
SE: Hiring & Training
S: Working Jobs and Inventions
SW: Free Play
W: Storytelling & Close
NE: Hook – Talismans & Tools
E: Set up the Trade Post
SE: Explore roles (scout, seamstress,
artist, banker)
S: Craft Wild Play

Class
Organization
Whole Group

Resources

Curriculum Targets

Journal, feather pen,
pouch, gold coins in a
pouch, Sacred
Storybook

History, geography,
reading and writing,
arithmetic, science and
nature, environmental
education.

Whole Group
Partners/small groups
Partners/Small Groups
Partners/Small Groups
Individual/Small Group
Whole Group

Snail mailbox, quest,
travelling trade post
filled with items for
sale, journal, pouch,
bank, bank log book,
tarp, all in chest.

Economics, reading and
writing, arithmetic,
science and nature,
environmental
education.

Whole Group
Individual
Small groups
Partners/Small Groups
Individual/Small Group
Whole Group
Whole Group
Individual/Small Group
Small Group

Snail mailbox, quest,
travelling trade post,
journal, pouch, bank,
extra gold coins and
cash, bank log book,
tarp, chest.
Snail mailbox, quest,
travelling trade post,
journal, pouch, bank,
extra gold coins and
cash, bank log book,

Economics, reading and
writing, arithmetic, life
skills, science and
nature, environmental
education.

Partners/small groups
Whole Group
Whole Group
Individual/Small Group
Whole Group

Individual/Small Group

Economics, history,
reading and writing,
arithmetic, life skills,
science and nature,
environmental
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Wk 5:
Challenge
the need
for things
and stuff
(Time to
Focus)
Wk 6:
Free Play
(Time to
Take a
Break)

Wk 7:
Storytelling
(Time to
Gather and
Share)

your role in this
community?
Why do we need this
stuff?
What do we truly need?
Why do people need to
consume things?
How can we minimize?
How will we survive?
Now what?
Leave the questions to
them.

Who has a story to share?
Tell us more.
If there was one thing to
tell the world about what
you know now, what
would you tell them and
why?

SW: Free Play
W: Storytelling & Close
NE: Hook – no Snailbox
E: No Trade Post – Open ended, “Now
what?”
SE: Discussion about why we are here.
S: Follow the lead of the children
SW: Free Play
W: Storytelling & Close

Individual/Small Group
Whole Group
Whole Group
Whole Group

NE: Hook – gift of a journal
E: Discuss parameters of Free Play &
Safety
SE: Devise a plan for South & for
communications & timing
S: Children’s activity
SW: More free play
W: Storytelling & Close
NE: Hook – video camera
E: Practice Storytelling techniques –
Role play
SE: Training with Video camera
S: Tell your story in front of the
camera. (Others: explore, craft, play)
SW: Free Play
W: Storytelling & Close (Leave a
message in a bottle for a cliffhanger)

Whole Group
Whole Group
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tarp, chest, visual of
different types of roles.
Still bring ALL supplies,
in case they want them.

Whole Group
Whole /Small Groups
Individual/Small Groups
Whole Group

Whole Group
Individual

Economics, philosophy,
reading and writing, life
skills, science and
nature, environmental
education.

Still bring ALL supplies,
in case they want them.

Economics, history,
philosophy, reading
and writing, arithmetic,
life skills, science and
nature, environmental
education.

Still bring ALL supplies,
in case they want them.
A message in a bottle

Economics, history,
philosophy, reading
and writing, arithmetic,
life skills, science and
nature, environmental
education

Whole Group
Individual/Small Groups
Individual/Small Groups
Whole Group
Whole Group
Small Groups

education.

Individual/Small Groups
Whole Group

Adapted from the Storyline template in Creating Worlds – Constructing Meaning, the Scottish Storyline (Creswell, 1997, p. 18-19)
& following the weekly progression from Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature (Young, et al., 2010, p. 230-231)

